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ASTRONOMY

2nd EDITION, UPDATED AND EXPANDED

METEORITES
The Story of Our Solar System
Caroline Smith, Sara Russell and Natasha Almeida
“A well-illustrated overview of the science and (literal) impact of
these space rocks.” —Science News, on the first edition
Leading experts in the field provide a compelling introduction to the
space rocks that enter Earth’s atmosphere at speeds ranging from
25,000 mph to 160,000 mph. Scientists estimate that about 48.5 tons
of meteoritic material falls on the Earth each day. These messengers
from space give us a unique insight into the nature of the material that
was present when our solar system formed.
Many of the specimen meteorites in this second edition were rephotographed to improve quality, and the optical microscopy shots
were updated. There is also much new information on discoveries and
developments in the study of meteorites, including:
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• Meteorite falls and craters, and new information on ones previously
covered
• Use of weather radar to detect and analyze meteorites, such as the
28,000 mph January 18, 2018, Michigan “fireball”
• How astrophysicists determine if a meteorite comes from Mars, and
information about the Martian meteorites found to date
• Updated information on the results of the European Space Agency’s
Rosetta Mission in which a controlled impact was successfully
completed into Comet 67P after investigating it with a probe for more
than two years.
Co-author Sara Russell, who is part of NASA’s Mars program, provides
the latest news about NASA’s Mars programs, including the Mars
Rover, which landed in 2016.

Previous edition (paperback): 978-1-55407-833-2

Caroline Smith is Head of Earth Sciences Collections and Principal
Curator of Meteorites at the Natural History Museum, London.
Sara Russell is Merit Researcher in Cosmic Mineralogy and Planetary
Sciences at the Natural History Museum. She is a Science Team
member of NASA’s OSIRIS-REx mission, and proud namesake of
Asteroid Sararussell.
Natasha Almeida is a Postdoctoral Researcher in Mineral and
Planetary Sciences at the Natural History Museum. She specializes in
the very rare enstatite chondrites meteorites.
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SCIENCE

THE SECRET LIFE OF GENES
Decoding the Blueprint of Life
Derek Harvey
An illustrated introduction to genetics.
The Secret Life of Genes is the story of genetic science and how it
makes each of us unique. It spans the discovery of the gene and the
all-encompassing role it plays in biology: from controlling the inner
workings of cells and the development of embryos, through patterns of
inheritance, to the evolution of new forms of life. From there developed
the vast and boundless field of genetic science and research.
Readers will get a sneak peek into the Human Genome Project, the
international scientific research project with the goal of determining the
sequence of nucleotide base pairs that make up human DNA. From
this, scientists identified and mapped all of the genes of the human
genome from both a physical and a functional standpoint, and opened
a Pandora’s box of secrets: the hidden workings of the human genome;
how gene switching, junk DNA, and genetic mutation might be affecting
our everyday lives; and why patents are soaring for genetic inventions.
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The Secret Life of Genes is written in accessible language and
organized for easy comprehension. It opens with the basics and the
key theories, goes on to describe DNA sequencing and what we can do
with it. It then looks at the history of the world’s DNA and gives readers
an exciting glimpse of the future of the field.
Derek Harvey is a naturalist with particular interests in evolutionary
biology. He is currently a writer and consultant on science and natural
history books.
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THE SECRET LIFE OF THE BRAIN
Unlocking the Mysteries of the Mind
Alfred David
An introduction to the fascinating hidden workings of the human
mind.
In the long history of the study of anatomy, neuroscience is a relatively
new field and there are plenty of mysteries yet to be uncovered. The
Secret Life of the Brain explores the fascinating advances that have
been made in the field so far, from the intricacies of memory and
intelligence, to the enigmatic workings behind our sense of humor and
our dreams.
The rapid rise of Alzheimer’s in the aging population has brought
the workings of the brain to the forefront; all of us have an interest in
learning more, and understanding how our brains work. The more we
learn about the brain, the more captivated we become. This is where
science gets personal, where it helps us make sense of ourselves.
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Full of illuminating illustrations and diagrams, this book lifts the lid
on how drugs affect the brain; the science behind addiction; how the
brain deals with trauma and pain; and how love, age and sex affect
the brain. Finally, there is a tantalizing insight into the cutting-edge
scientific theories that are attempting to get behind the many elements
of neuroscience that we still can’t quite explain.
The Secret Life of the Brain is written in accessible language for all
readers who want to know more about a complex science.
Alfred David is a biologist and natural historian. He has written and
contributed to numerous books on the subject of human biology,
natural history and evolution.

See other titles in this series
on pages 87–88
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NATURE

PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED

THE HANDBOOK OF BIRD FAMILIES
Jonathan Elphick
In 2014, we published the beautiful and comprehensive reference,
World of Birds by Jonathan Elphick. Sales and reviews of the book
were excellent:

★ “The value-to-cost ratio makes this a worthy addition to the
ornithology collection in most libraries.” —Booklist (starred review)
“An excellent reference book that will occupy shelves in many
libraries. For those needing just one general bird reference, this
might be it. Highly recommended.” —Choice
The World of Birds had two parts, the first, “Birds,” provided in-depth
coverage of birds in general, such as anatomy, behavior, reproduction,
range and more. The second part was a species directory. Since then,
however, many changes have occurred in the classification of species,
an expected outcome of the increasing use of DNA analysis, and this is
the updated second part as a stand-alone book.
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This ultimate handbook contains a comprehensive survey of the
world’s birds, reflecting the latest classification changes to the Howard
& Moore Complete Checklist of the Birds of the World. It includes an
introduction to each of the bird orders and a detailed account and
concise fact panel for every one of the 234 families. It details the
appearance, behavior and lifestyle of the family members, while a
glossary, further reading list and an index ensure easy reference.
Readers can learn more about each bird species. What’s the difference
between a crow and a jay? How many species of sparrow are there?
What song do cuckoos really sing? All the key facts about the world’s
orders and families of birds are in The Handbook of Bird Families.
Reformatted, resized and fully updated, it is the ideal up-to-date
companion to the highly acclaimed reference The World of Birds
published in 2014.
With clear, lively text, informative fact boxes and special photography
from award-winning wildlife photographer David Tipling and other top
photographers, The Handbook of Bird Families belongs on the shelf
of everyone interested in birds.

By the same author:
Birds

A Complete Guide to their Biology
and Behavior
978-1-77085-762-9
paperback $29.95
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Jonathan Elphick is a wildlife writer, editor, consultant, lecturer and
broadcaster, specializing in ornithology. During a career spanning
almost 40 years, he has written many books including The World of
Birds, the bestseller Birdsong, Birds: The Art of Ornithology and the
award-winning Birdwatcher’s Handbook. He was researcher for Birds
& People, the largest survey of cultural attitudes to birds worldwide,
and spent five years as researcher on the acclaimed bestseller Birds
Britannica. Jonathan is a Fellow of both the Linnean Society of London
and the Zoological Society. He lives in Exeter, UK.

*The International Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN) is the
global authority on the status of the natural world. It oversees the IUCN Red List, which catalogues
those plants and animals facing a higher risk of global extinction (Critically Endangered, Endangered
and Vulnerable). BirdLife is dedicated to the survival of bird species in the wild.
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I LOVE YOU MOM
Illustrations by Liz Temperley
Text by Abbie Headon
A sweet ode to the animal world’s mothers.
This charming book describes how 45 species of animal mothers care
for their young, the hard work they do and the sacrifices they make, just
like human moms. Its audience will identify with the profound physical
and emotional love shown by each mother. Readers will come away
knowing that all of the young animals surely love their moms as much
as they love theirs.
Readers learn how animal mothers care for their young depending on
the species and the environment, what they eat, and where they live.
They learn how mothers (and fathers) work together to take care of
their young, the same as humans. They learn how the moms feed their
young, help them stay safe, teach them survival skills, and also have
fun, knowing that soon they will be grown up and will leave.
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I Love You Mom features 45 wild animal species: Dolphin; Elephant;
Bald eagle; Badger; Japanese red bug; Chimpanzee; Meerkat; Gazelle;
Polar bear; Pig; Laysan albatross; Kangaroo; Cheetah; Hare; Grizzly
bear; Canada goose; Hippopotamus; Honey bee; Gray languar monkey;
American quarter horse; Emperor penguin; Giraffe; Pale-throated threetoed sloth; Gorilla; Lion; Ring-tailed lemur; Llama; Sea otter; Orangutan;
Giant panda; Strawberry poison-dart frog; Goat; Koala; Gelada baboon;
Cow; Raccoon; Crocodile; Gray wolf; Flamingo; Red squirrel; Baboon;
Rhinoceros; Lamb; Tiger and Walrus.
Here is a small sampling of the many ways the 45 animal moms in
I Love You Mom care for their babies:
• Mother dolphins teach a unique whistle to their young, one that only
they know. Suffolk sheep and lambs do this too.
• A badger mom makes a soft warm bed for her young and she and
the father clean and change it regularly.
• Japanese red bugs spend hours every day searching for the one type
of fruit their young will eat.
• Many animals share mothering duties, such as gorillas, giraffe,
meerkats, lions, flamingos, wolves, and more.
• And animals may not have arms to hug with but they give affection
with flipper hugs, kisses with beaks and lips, and they lick and groom
and comb fur. They keep their babies clean and warm and they keep
them close while helping them gain independence.
Motherhood is the most demanding and rewarding of roles; as these
loving animals demonstrate. I Love You Mom is a journey to meet
nature’s very best moms, and celebrate everything that makes our own
mothers so special.
Liz Temperley draws inspiration from the natural world to create her
unique handmade illustrations. She loves to create beautiful things and
creates charming artwork and witty captions to make people smile.
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SELF-HELP

5th EDITION

ALWAYS CHANGE A LOSING GAME
Winning Strategies for Work, Home and Health
David Posen, MD
“Everyone can relate to this book! Dr. Posen teaches us, through
practical and entertaining stories, how to make our lives better in
every way — and inspires us to take action!”
—Jack Canfield, co-author of Chicken Soup for the Soul
“This book makes change seem fun rather than a chore.”
—Christine A. Padesky, PhD, co-author of Mind Over Mood,
Director, Center for Cognitive Therapy, Newport Beach, CA
Always Change a Losing Game has been published widely and
continues to be popular and useful. Whether readers are dealing with
compulsive eating, addiction, a growing family, an unhappy relationship
or an unsatisfying job, or have a seemingly insurmountable challenge
ahead of them, Dr. Posen provides practical guidelines that will help
them change their losing habits and become happy.
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Previous edition (paperback): 978-1-77085-179-5

By the same author:

Now updated for our fast and stressful times, the book is written in
everyday language to make it easy and reassuring. The connection
to sports is understandable for readers thinking about their health,
relationships, problem solving, self-esteem and productivity. Always
Change a Losing Game explains how to make changes when
important segments of their life — work, relationships, family — are not
working out. But like all games, there has to be a plan, and it starts by
changing the rules and focusing on three key areas.
• Awareness — Be aware of the game you already playing. Is it
working? What are the common losing games? How do I recognize
one? Be aware of mind traps and the power of beliefs. Look at how
you behave.
• Choice — Change your thinking. Choose your focus. Keep and use
your sense of humor. Choose your lifestyle. Take breaks. Pick your
behavior. Find a support system. If it’s not working, stop doing it.
Understand why people don’t solve problems.
• Permission — Give yourself permission to change. Make it happen.
David Posen uses real-life stories of ordinary people (including himself)
and everyday situations to show why change is necessary, beneficial
and achievable.
David Posen, MD, is a family physician who counsels patients on
stress and lifestyle management. He is also a leading speaker and
trainer in the areas of stress mastery and achieving a proper work-life
balance, lecturing widely across North America. He is the author of The
Little Book of Stress Relief.

3rd Edition

The Little Book
of Stress Relief

978-1-77085-964-7
flexibound $14.95
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SELF-HELP

THE 13th TITLE IN A SUCCESSFUL SERIES

THE HAPPINESS BIBLE
The Definitive Guide to Sustainable Well-being
Cheryl Rickman
This series of twelve titles to date has sold over 150,000 copies in
North America and three million worldwide. This latest title might just
be the best of all. After all, humans devote their entire lives to striving
for happiness by one means or another. And yet, happiness does not
just happen. Pleasure might, fortune can, but long-lasting happiness
and sustainable well-being — what the author calls “flourishing” — is
an altogether more elusive condition, but not unreachable. It is a skill as
much as a state. It takes effort, practice even.
The Happiness Bible works with the reader to explain how happiness
works and evolves, where it comes from, and how it can be nurtured
and maintained.
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The book introduces the principles of positive psychology and how
it works to achieve happiness or, it should be said, how to be less
discontented. It examines what happiness studies have revealed and
how positive psychology exercises help to banish the “thieves of
happiness”. Throughout the book are quotations that do more than
inspire but also share wisdom worthy of reflection.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

A History of Happiness — Why It Matters
The Paradox of Positivity
Global Glee
Positive Psychology — The Science of Flourishing
Thieves of Happiness and Barriers to Wellbeing
Mind-Mastery — Breaking Down The Barriers to Wellbeing
Other People Matter — Connection, Community and
Communication
Happy Thinking — Finding the Good and Surviving Well
Goals and Growth
Nourished by Nature
Find Your Forte and Go with The Flow
Meaning and Purpose — What Matters Most and Why
Finding Space and Calm in The Now
Vitality is Vital to Living Well
A Happy Life is a Compassionate, Curious and Considered Life.

Cheryl Rickman has written 14 guide books and inspirational memoirs
on flourishing in life and business. From pop stars to death row
prisoners to multimillionaires, she has interviewed hundreds of people
and has also ghostwritten bestsellers for a number of them. Cheryl
is a qualified Positive Psychology Practitioner, Ambassador of Wellbeing for the Network of Well-being and contributes to Psychologies
magazine and The Huffington Post, among others. She lives near
Winchester, UK.
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POLITICS

Real news. Fake president.
TRUMP
From A to Z
Hervé Bourhis and 33 illustrators
A humorous illustrated alphabet book about America’s
45th President.
President Donald Trump has been a godsend for
comedians and the press, and a persistent midge for
critics. From day one in his campaign to his first day in
office to this morning’s news, he has provided rich fodder
for his critics, humorists and the press.
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Trump From A to Z comes out of the gate blazing.
Mischievous humor lights a match under the most
shocking, controversial and predictable of the activities,
political faux pas, personal insults, missteps, lies and
exaggerations that Americans and the world have
witnessed during his campaign and his White House on
the golf course. Witty caricatures of the man himself and
editorial cartoons add to the absurdity.
From the brief spreads organized under titles like Trump Bashing;
Bikers for Trump; Demagogue; The Godfather; Nuclear; and Trolls for
Trump, come these examples of the 150 A to Z entries:
• It was reported that during the first week at the White House, Trump’s
advisors were meeting in the Cabinet Room in the dark. They could
not find the light switch located next to the door.
• Conspiracy plots. Trump loves them. Obama was born in Kenya. ISIS
was created by Hillary Clinton. Vaccines cause autism. The father
of Ted Cruz was involved in the death of JFK. The White House is
infiltrated by incompetent fascists ... Wait, that may be true.
• Ronald Reagan. The leader of the conservative revolution of 1980-88
had much in common with Trump. Became famous on the screen.
Angry with the truth. Underestimated by his party (also Republican).
Nationalist. Vain. Warmonger. On the other hand, Reagan had
experience (in California).
• Trump, tweet-addict, has posted more than 34,500 messages since
2009, from foreign policy to Meryl Streep and all profusely littered
with exclamation marks and cap letters. It was hoped that he would
stop when he entered the White House. WRONG! Trump says he is
the first president to have campaigned primarily on social networks.
Wrong again. It was Obama in 2008.
• Trump on climate change: “It snows and freezes in New York. We
need global warming!”
• Attention capacity. 3 minutes, according to those who know him.
Needless to say, entertainment ranks supreme in Trump From A to Z.
We can only wonder what will be in the second edition.
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NEW FROM THE AUTHOR OF THE BESTSELLING SMOKING MEAT

SMOKE WOOD FIRE
The Advanced Guide to Smoking Meat
Jeff Phillips
Want to take your smoking meat and fish game to the next level? Let
bestselling author and best-ranked smoking meat blogger Jeff Phillips
get you out of the funk and into the flames.
This advanced guide includes detailed information on modern and
legacy smoking techniques that range from cold smoking to getting the
smoke just right in cold climates.

WHITECAP
978-1-77050-326-7
paperback $29.95
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192 pages
8 × 10
full color throughout
No Canadian Rights,
U.S. only

You’ll also get in-depth insight and instruction on getting the most
out of smokers and cookers, plus tools and accessories available to
backyard smokers. Delve into the many woods, charcoals and pellets,
the various smokers, brands and how to season them — even stovetop
smokers. You’ll learn the best use and choice of dehydrators, spice
grinders, thermometers, knives and tongs. And get expert advice on
injectors, water pans, spray bottles, foil pans and cleaning techniques.
And of course, temperature control methods for perfect timing and
results. And Jeff doesn’t forget the meats — he covers wrapping,
resting, handling, safety and much more.
And what’s a book about smoking techniques without great recipes?
This is where Jeff brings his own brand of innovative fare including
recipes for dehydrating your own peppers for that perfect rub to a
complete step by step instruction (with pictures) for making American
style “streaky” bacon using a 100+ year-old brine recipe.
Smoke Wood Fire — learn to smoke like a pro, right in your backyard.
Jeff Phillips is author of the bestselling Smoking Meat: The Essential
Guide to Barbeque and the creator of the smokin’ hot website
smoking-meat.com, the highest ranked smoking meat blog in America.
He lives in Tulsa, Oklahoma with his wife and three children.

By the same author:

Smoking Meat

978-1-77050-038-9
paperback $29.95
Rights: U.S. only
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DINING IN PARADISE
A Food Lover’s Dream of Family Style Dining
in the Bahamas
Raquel Fox
More than 150 recipes explore the intoxication of Bahamian foods,
always a centerpiece of enjoyment for family and friends. Good
background notes help readers discover the charm of this often
unknown and underrated cuisine, which features conch, johnny
cakes, cassava and mutton, plus a host of other traditional Bahamian
specialties.
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paperback $34.95
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Table of Contents:
• Introduction: A Brief History of Bahamian Cuisine
• 1. Raquel’s Private Stash
• 2. Breakfast & Brunch in Paradise
• 3. Comforting Soups
• 4. Breezy Island Starters & Salads
• 5. Casual Dining Under the Sun, Stars & by the Sea
• 6. Sweet Endings
• 7. Sail Away Cocktails
• Glossary
• Further Reading.
Raquel Fox is a professional chef and motivational speaker. She
grew up in the Bahamas and spent a great deal of time in the kitchen
as a young girl learning the secrets of many traditional Bahamian
specialties. She and her husband opened a fine dining restaurant The
Wine Lounge which was voted on USA Today’s list as one of the 10
best in the Bahamas. Raquel now teaches a Caribbean Cooking Class
for the continuing education course at George Brown College’s Chef
School in Toronto, Ontario.
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VEGAN MEAL PREP
A 5-Week Plan with 125 Ready-to-Go Recipes
Robin Asbell
Skip the takeout, save money, eat better and prep meals like a pro
with 125 healthy and delicious vegan recipes for every meal of the
day.
It’s a fast-paced world out there, making it easy to fall into the habit of
eating fast food. If you’re vegan (or trying to eat a more plant-based
diet) then you’ve got even more of a challenge, since finding vegan
options on-the-go is no small feat. The answer is #mealprepping.
Meal prepping — the practice of preparing whole meals and meal
components for the week ahead — has gained immense popularity in
the last few years.
In Vegan Meal Prep, Robin Asbell shares this solution in the form of
125 inventive and inspired recipes for breakfast, lunch, mains, snacks
and desserts using vegan ingredients. Armed with five 5-day meal
plans, you’ll be happy to avoid sad takeout while saving time and
money.
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Recipes include Maple Granola with Almonds and Raisins, Tempeh
Tacos with Mango Sriracha Sauce, Avocado Goddess Salad with
Edamame, and Matcha Pistachio Blondies.
Robin Asbell is a chef, food writer, recipe developer, culinary instructor
and speaker. She is the author of eight books, including 300 Best
Blender Recipes, The Whole Grain Promise, Big Vegan and Juice It! Her
writing has appeared in Yoga Journal, Better Homes and Gardens, Real
Food magazine, Mother Earth News and Vegetarian Times. She lives in
Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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THE SEAWEED COOKBOOK
Discover the Health Benefits and Uses
of Seaweed, With 50 Delicious Recipes
Nicole Pisani and Kate Adams
A delicious way to better nutrition.
Seaside societies have included seaweed in their diets for millennia.
Today we are rediscovering what they have long known: seaweed
provides a nutritional punch, a powerful mix of iodine, iron, vitamin C,
antioxidants, fiber, vitamin K, vitamin B12; minerals, fiber and protein.
It is linked to lower rates of cardiovascular disease, Type 2 diabetes
and obesity and it is believed to help in the prevention and treatment of
cancer.
The Seaweed Cookbook covers all aspects of seaweed. It is for those
who would like to incorporate this powerful food into their diet and it is
for those who already enjoy it and want to discover new recipes. The
book explains the benefits of eating seaweed, where to buy it, how to
collect it (if you’re lucky enough to live seaside), and how to dry, store,
soak and handle it as an ingredient. Most importantly, there are 50 easy
and delicious recipes.
FIREFLY BOOKS
978-0-2281-0091-1
plastic-laminated
hardcover
$19.95 US / $24.95 CDN
Ctn qty:
FEBRUARY

128 pages
6 × 8¼
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There are many kinds of seaweed used in the recipes, each with its
own taste profile, uses and benefits:
• Arame – mild, almost sweet, the best introduction to sea vegetables
• Nori – the common sushi wrapper, great toasted
• Kombu – an aromatic base for a broth, used in miso soup and other
Japanese dishes
• Wakame – related to kombu, believed to have fat burning properties
that could fight obesity
• Hijiki – for natural beauty, its deep black color can be off-putting for
some people
• Dulse – a snack seaweed packed with protein and iron, often used
as a salt
• Agar – used as a thickener in sweet and savory dishes, with mild
laxative properties
• Kelp – packed with vitamins, minerals and iodine; useful for a
number of health issues
• Alaria – light green and almost transparent
• Sea palm – wavy fronds are mild, almost nutty-tasting.
The Seaweed Cookbook includes recipes for appetizers, main and
side dishes, baking, such as scones and shortbread, an amazing
granola and as a chocolate flavoring. A little seaweed goes a long way,
so it is perfect as a seasoning, whether in salt or infused in oils and
dressings, and mixed with seeds. There are savory broths, salads and
stews and because it is so good for our skin, there are recipes for body
scrubs, seaweed soaks and masks.
Nicole Pisani was the head chef at Ottolenghi’s NOPI restaurant in
London UK.
Kate Adams is the author of The Flat Tummy Club Diet.
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4th EDITION

THE MIXER BIBLE
Maximizing Your Stand Mixer & Attachments
Meredith Deeds and Carla Snyder
A beautifully repackaged fourth edition of the bestselling
The Mixer Bible with over 300 recipes for maximizing everyone’s
favorite KitchenAid appliance.
The KitchenAid stand mixer is the Rolls-Royce of stand mixers; it’s
the most highly coveted and useful piece of culinary equipment you
can get. It beats, whips, mixes and mills, kneads dough, grinds meat,
stuffs sausages, slices vegetables, makes ice cream and cuts pasta.
With over 300 recipes for appetizers, soups, mains and treats, The
Mixer Bible will inspire you to create delicious meals while walking you
through how the mixer and each of its attachments work. A trusted
KitchenAid companion, this updated fourth edition will have brand-new
recipes and will be one of the only books available with information on
three new attachments, and step-by-step photos on how to use them.
Recipes include White Bean, Rosemary and Pancetta Bruschetta,
Potato and Leek Soup, Roasted Red Pepper Aioli, Orange, Apricot and
White Chocolate Biscotti, and Plum Upside-Down Cake.
ROBERT ROSE
978-0-7788-0466-6
paperback
$27.95 US / $29.95 CDN
Ctn qty:

408 pages
7 × 10
200 step-by-step color
photos, index
Rights: World

JANUARY

Meredith Deeds has spent the last 15 years writing and teaching
classes about food all over the U.S.
Carla Snyder has spent the past 30 years in the food world as a
caterer, artisan baker, cooking school teacher, culinary team building
company owner and freelance food writer. Meredith and Carla have coauthored four cookbooks, among them 300 Sensational Soups, which
was chosen by Good Morning America as one of the top 10 cookbooks
of 2008.

Previous edition (paperback): 978-0-7788-0203-7
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2nd EDITION

THE JUICING BIBLE
Pat Crocker
An updated and upgraded edition of the #1 bestselling The Juicing
Bible, featuring over 300 recipes.
This updated and beautifully re-designed edition of The Juicing
Bible will show you how to easily get your daily servings of fruits and
vegetables with healthy, nutrient-dense, mineral-packed and vitaminrich juice blends. It also includes juicing recommendations for over 80
common health concerns, with recommendations on combatting them
with natural foods.
The Juicing Bible includes both photos and illustrations of hundreds
of fruits, vegetables and herbs, along with information on their uses
and healing properties, and advice on purchasing and storage. You will
also find details on seven systems of the human body, their importance
to good health and necessary diet and lifestyle changes for peak
performance.
With over 300 juice options, you’ll get real, whole foods into your
body every day of the week and discover why The Juicing Bible has
continued to be a trusted resource for nearly two decades.

ROBERT ROSE
978-0-7788-0181-8
paperback
$24.95 US / $27.95 CDN
Ctn qty:

384 pages
7 × 10
32 pages of color
photography, index

Pat Crocker is a culinary herbalist, professional home economist and
author of The Vegetarian Cook’s Bible and The Smoothie Bible. In 2000,
she won the International Cookbook Revue Award for the first edition of
The Juicing Bible. She lives in Neustadt, Ontario.

Rights: World

MARCH

Previous edition (paperback): 978-0-7788-0019-4
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LIV B’S VEGAN ON A BUDGET
112 Inspired & Effortless Plant-Based Recipes
Olivia Biermann
A debut cookbook from vegan superstar YouTuber Olivia
Biermann, featuring 112 delicious and budget-friendly recipes.
In her debut cookbook, Liv B’s Vegan On A Budget, vegan food and
lifestyle superstar YouTuber Olivia Biermann offers up 112 delicious
plant-based recipes that are as easy on the budget as they are inspired.
Olivia has an incredible reach. Her YouTube channel (Liv B) has over
630,000 subscribers and over a million monthly views. On Instagram,
itslivb has nearly 95,000 followers.
In a book that gets its inspiration from the simple yet stunning vibe of
her platforms, you will find delicious vegan recipes for breakfast, lunch,
dinner, dessert and snacks. Recipes include Half-Baked Cookie Dough
Pancakes, Spicy Mango Salsa, Famous Lasagna Soup, Ginger-Glazed
Carrots and Sweet Sriracha Cauliflower Wraps. In the same spirit as her
viral cooking videos, Olivia shares how easy it is to eat yummy plantbased meals that are fast and simple, using accessible ingredients you
can find anywhere — without breaking the bank.

ROBERT ROSE
978-0-7788-0625-7
paperback
$24.95 US / $29.95 CDN
Ctn qty:

224 pages
7½ × 10
full color throughout,
more than 100 photos,
index

FEBRUARY

Rights: World
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Olivia Biermann is the 24-year-old creator and host of the Liv B
channel on YouTube (launched in late 2015), which has over 630,000
subscribers and gets over a million monthly views. Olivia shares her
passion for teaching people how to cook simple and delicious plantbased recipes that use readily available and inexpensive ingredients.
She lives in Halifax, Nova Scotia. Liv B’s Vegan on a Budget is her
first book.
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FOOD

2nd EDITION

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF PICKLING
250 Recipes for Pickling, Fermentation and More
Jennifer MacKenzie
An updated collection of 250 classic and inventive pickling recipes
with a brand-new section on fermentation.
A new edition of an old favorite, The Complete Book of Pickling is
full of classic recipes for pickles and chutneys, with inventive twists
on old standbys and a brand-new section devoted to fermentation.
Fermentation is one of the hottest restaurant and home kitchen trends
of the past three years, gaining popularity because it uses natural foods
and offers extensive health benefits.
Pickling is one of the oldest and cheapest methods of preserving
foods, and now, with the help of step-by-step techniques, anyone can
learn how to capture garden or farmers’ market vegetables at their best
for year-round enjoyment. The 250 easy, inventive and cost-effective
recipes use modern methods and equipment in accordance with foodsafety standards.

ROBERT ROSE
978-0-7788-0216-7
paperback
$24.95 US / $27.95 CDN
Ctn qty:

336 pages
7 × 10
16 pages of color
photography, index
Rights: World

MARCH

Recipes include Kosher Dill Pickles, Pretty Beet and Radish Pickles,
White Balsamic and Pepper Pickled Strawberries, Clementine Pear
Chutney, Pineapple Lime Tomato Salsa and Smoky Three-Pepper
Cucumber Relish.
Jennifer MacKenzie is a professional home economist specializing
in recipe development and testing. She is the author or co-author of
150 Best Waffle Maker Recipes, Sous Vide Basics, The Dehydrator
Bible, The Complete Trail Food Cookbook and The Complete Root
Cellar Book. She lives in Lakefield, Ontario.

Previous edition (paperback): 978-0-7788-0216-7

By the same author:

The Dehydrator Bible
978-0-7788-0213-6
paperback
$24.95 US / $27.95 CDN
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BACK IN PRINT

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF
SMALL-BATCH PRESERVING
Over 300 Delicious Recipes to Use Year-Round
Ellie Topp and Margaret Howard
“Takes the pressure off cooks who don’t have much time... but still
want to savor the season’s bounty.”
— Chicago Tribune (on a previous edition)
The easiest and safest methods for making delectable preserves
in small batches—all year long.

FIREFLY BOOKS
978-1-55407-256-9
paperback $22.95*
Ctn qty: 22
AVAILABLE

376 pages
7 × 10
32 pages of full-color
photographs, gift ideas,
index
Rights: World

It’s no surprise that The Complete Book of Small-Batch Preserving
has sold more than 300,000 copies. Consumers want healthy,
homemade foods and this book takes the guesswork out of home
preserving. It provides the easiest and safest methods for making
preserves in small batches—all year long—so that beginners and pros
can make the most of fresh seasonal fruits and vegetables.
With delectable and innovative recipes plus professional tips, The
Complete Book of Small-Batch Preserving is the ideal guide for
anyone who craves homemade preserves but doesn’t want to spend
all day in the kitchen.

*new price

BESTSELLER!

BALL® COMPLETE BOOK
OF HOME PRESERVING
400 Delicious and Creative Recipes for Today
Edited by Judi Kingry and Lauren Devine
From the experts, the bible in home preserving.
Ball® makes 99% of the preserving jars sold every year. Ball® is the
trusted name in home preserving. Home canning puts the pleasure of
eating natural, delicious produce at your fingertips year-round.

ROBERT ROSE INC.
978-0-7788-0131-3
paperback $22.95
Ctn qty: 16
AVAILABLE

448 pages
7 × 10
48 pages of full-color
photographs, charts and
tables, glossary, index
Rights: U.S.
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Enjoy the rewards of numerous homemade meals and snacks, created
from just one preserving season. The book includes comprehensive
directions on safe canning and preserving methods plus lists of
required equipment and utensils. Specific instructions for first-timers
and handy tips for the experienced make the Ball® Complete Book of
Home Preserving a valuable addition to any kitchen library.

Also available in
hardcover:

978-0-7788-0139-9
hardcover $29.95
Ctn qty: 14
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FOOD

NEW EDITION

125 BEST GROUND MEAT RECIPES
From Meatballs to Chilis, Casseroles and More
Ilana Simon
An updated edition full of family-favorite, comfort-food classics
using a popular kitchen staple that is inexpensive, versatile and
easy to use.
With an updated cover treatment, 125 Best Ground Meat Recipes
leverages the budget-friendly, family-favorite ground meat, allowing you
to serve up comfort-food classics without breaking the bank on fancy
cuts of meat. It showcases the versatility of ground meat with options
for soups, starters, mains, and potlucks, using ground beef, turkey,
chicken, pork, lamb and vegetarian “ground.”
Some of the mouthwatering options include Stuffed Turkey Meat Loaf,
Thai Salad with Ground Turkey, Teriyaki Chicken Burgers, Ground Lamb
Curry and Ranch Burgers.
This book takes all the guesswork out of ground meat safety with
proper storage and handling tips, information on the various kinds of
ground meat and advice for freezing leftovers.

ROBERT ROSE
978-0-7788-0624-0
paperback
$19.95 US / $21.95 CDN
Ctn qty:

192 pages
7 × 10
16 pages of color
photography, index

Ilana Simon is a food writer, editor and author of The Fondue Bible and
125 Best Indoor Grill Recipes. She lives in Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Rights: World

JANUARY

Previous edition (paperback): 978-0-7788-0076-7
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HEALTH

BACK IN PRINT

KINESIOLOGY TAPING
The Essential Step-by-Step Guide
John Langendoen and Karin Sertel
Includes 70 proven tape applications for more than 160 ailments
and conditions, with step-by-step color photographs.
Taping can be an effective and simple way to treat a variety of
conditions like muscle pain, bruising, sore muscles, bad posture,
swelling, strains, sprains, arthritic conditions, menstrual complaints,
headaches and even sinusitis. Proper application can help the body
rest and heal naturally, reduce inflammation, increase circulation and
allow appropriate movements. Used by millions of people worldwide,
these effective techniques can reduce pain while increasing mobility.
Kinesiology Taping includes 70 proven tape applications for more than
160 ailments and conditions with step-by-step color photographs and
instructions for taping yourself or others. With handy charts, graphs
and listings, self-treatment, regeneration and prevention for almost any
complaint is just a roll of tape away.

ROBERT ROSE
978-0-7788-0481-9
paperback $24.95
Ctn qty: 24
AVAILABLE

256 pages
7¾ × 10½
full color throughout,
index
Rights: World English
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John Langendoen, MSc, has a master’s degree in pain management
and a bachelor’s degree in physiotherapy. He is an active proponent of
self‑taping, and over the last 5 years he has been conducting seminars,
presentations and workshops on the subject throughout the world,
including North America.
Karin Sertel is a physical therapist and experienced Hand, Manual
(Maitland Concept) and Cranio-Sacral Therapist for both children and
adults. For over 30 years, she has been a huge advocate of selftherapy for her hand patients, and self-taping has become a major
component of her hand rehabilitation approach.
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HEALTH

EYEFOODS®
The Complete Eye Health and Nutrition Guide
Laurie Capogna, OD
A groundbreaking plan for improving eye health and for slowing
and preventing eye disease, from a highly respected optometrist
who is the founder of Eye Wellness.
The average American adult spends around 10 hours a day looking at
light-emitting screens, which can negatively impact eye health over
time.
The estimated annual economic burden of vision loss, eye diseases
and vision disorders in the U.S. is $139 billion, with 36.5 million
Americans suffering from eye-related diseases, including age-related
macular degeneration, glaucoma, diabetic retinopathy and cataracts.
Thankfully, new research demonstrates that certain diet choices can
help to support optimal eye health.
In Eyefoods®: The Complete Eye Health and Nutrition Guide,
optometrist Dr. Laurie Capogna offers a groundbreaking plan for
improving eye health and slowing or preventing common eye disorders.
This comprehensive and easy-to-understand guide includes in-depth
research based on 20+ years of clinical experience from a pioneer in
the field, supported by recent scientific findings.
ROBERT ROSE
978-0-7788-0623-3
paperback
$24.95 US / $27.95 CDN
Ctn qty:
FEBRUARY
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224 pages
7 × 10
index
Rights: World

With expert advice and 100+ companion recipes highlighting the power
of nutrient-rich foods and supplements, Eyefoods®: The Complete
Eye Health and Nutrition Guide will help you keep your eyes happy
and healthy, while improving your overall health and well-being.
Dr. Laurie Capogna is a Doctor of Optometry and the founder of Eye
Wellness. She has co-authored the bestselling books Eyefoods: A Food
Plan for Healthy Eyes and Eyefoods for Kids: A Tasty Guide to Nutrition
and Eye Health. She regularly lectures and has written many articles on
the topics of nutrition and eye health. She lives in Ontario, Canada.
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GARDENING

RECENTLY PUBLISHED

THE NEW VEGETABLES,
HERBS AND FRUIT
An Illustrated Encyclopedia
Matthew Biggs, Jekka McVicar and Bob Flowerdew
Praise for the previous edition:
“These three amazing authors have put together a must-have
book for any vegetable grower.” — Washington Gardener
“What is not included in this definitive and beautifully illustrated
sourcebook on edible landscape?”
— The American Herb Association
“Satisfying ... There’s an abundance of information and tantalizing
pictures.” — The New York Times

FIREFLY BOOKS
978-1-77085-798-8
plastic-laminated
hardcover $45.00
Ctn qty: 4
AVAILABLE

704 pages
8 × 10½
more than 1,800
color photographs
and illustrations, A-Z
directory, recipes, charts,
glossary, further reading,
seed sources, hardiness
zones, index
Rights: U.S. & Canada

The first edition of Vegetables, Herbs and Fruit was published in 2006.
All editions and formats sold more than one million copies and it
quickly became a classic reference. A decade later, this edition adds
a new jacket, updates the design, and expands by 60 new pages for a
total of over 70 vegetables, 100 herbs and 100 popular fruits. The most
current information on plant varieties and cultivation techniques make
it the essential sourcebook for all food gardeners, especially for anyone
who would like to start growing organic produce, and who feels they
need some expert advice.
The coverage is phenomenal — from the care of asparagus through the
seasons to the huge number of apples that can be grown in even the
smallest spaces. Lavish illustrations in an accessible layout, and clear
and accurate text applicable to all regions invite readers to browse and
try growing something new.
The listings open with a large photograph of the plant and a
description. The topics include: species and common names;
recommended varieties; cultivation techniques (propagation, growing,
maintenance); container growing; harvesting and storing; pests and
diseases; companion planting; medicinal uses; culinary uses, with
recipes; and other uses and warnings. Additional images show other
parts of the plant during the seasons, as well as recipe photographs.
Matthew Biggs lectures at the Royal Horticultural Society and around
the world. He is the co-author of Complete Book of Vegetables.
Jekka McVicar has been awarded 59 Royal Horticultural Society gold
medals. She is well known for her regular appearances on TV and radio
gardening programs. She is the author of Jekka’s Herb Cookbook.
Bob Flowerdew is an author and a lecturer for the Royal Horticultural
Society. His previous books include Organic Gardening Bible:
Successful Growing the Natural Way.
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GARDENING

THE GARDENER’S BOOK OF COLOR
Andrew Lawson
A comprehensive guide to using color in the garden to best
advantage.
“Color is the most potent weapon in a gardener’s armory,” Andrew
Lawson writes. “Nothing in a garden makes more impact.”
This guide takes color way beyond the existing guides for gardeners.
It adds new dimensions to the art of gardening, and shows the
gardener how to put plants together to make personal and effective
combinations. It explores not only single-color plantings, but also the
wide range of color associations available to the gardener for “painting”
pictures with plants.
The Gardener’s Book of Color caters to every taste and every
mood. It explores soothing gardens based on varying hues of greens
and restrained color palettes, and describes how harmonies and
contrasts create a combination of stimulating, pleasing color. Lawson
describes the importance of foliage forms, how the shapes of plants
and plantings contribute to an effective garden design, and how plant
choices extend to the color of their foliage, stems, bark and berries.

FIREFLY BOOKS
978-0-2281-0171-0
paperback $24.95
Ctn qty:
FEBRUARY

232 pages
6¾ × 9
full color throughout,
plant directories,
24 garden plans,
bibliography, zones, index
of plants
Rights: U.S. & Canada
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The color chapters feature plant directories in which Lawson
recommends a variety of seasonal plants for gardening with color. His
detailed notes include a brief description of the plant, its cultivation
requirements, and botanical and common names.
The book finishes with 24 keyline drawings of the garden plans
displayed in the book. The plans list the plants used and refer the
reader to the page on which there is a photograph of that garden.
Andrew Lawson is a garden photographer with an international
reputation built up over nearly 40 years. He studied science at Oxford
University and painting at St Martins School of Arts but in 1985
happened upon garden photography. He is the author or illustrator,
or both, of more than 70 books, and has won numerous prestigious
awards, including a Lifetime Achievement Award from the Garden
Media Guild. He lives in Charlbury, Oxfordshire, UK.
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GARDENING

BACK IN PRINT

GARDEN DESIGN
A Book of Ideas
Heidi Howcroft and Marianne Majerus
A valuable and inspiring resource for advanced and beginner
gardeners alike.
“Paging through the exquisite photographs in this coffee-table
book is like being given a sneak peek into some of the world’s
most gorgeous private outdoor space.” —Publishers Weekly
“If you buy Mom one garden book for Mother’s Day, make it this
one.” —National Post

FIREFLY BOOKS
978-1-77085-874-9
paperback $39.95
Ctn qty: 10

320 pages
9½ × 11
600 full color
photographs, index

FEBRUARY

Rights: U.S. & Canada

With sales of 25,000 and now back in print, Garden Design is an
essential purchase for all retail and library garden collections. It is a
must-have visual reference for garden owners, with over 600 images
of gardens and garden elements along with incisive advice on garden
design. Through the pictures and words, it takes readers from concept
to execution of a personalized garden built on sound design principles.
The sample gardens shown are large and small, urban and rural, and in
a wide range of styles. Every aspect of designing a garden is explored,
from assessing a property to choosing a style, selecting the right
components, such as landscaping and boundaries, and tackling more
challenging spaces. A gallery of 22 case studies further illustrates how
to design a personal paradise.
Each chapter instructs on numerous related topics and presents
illustrative case studies:
• Basics: Where, Why and What: A Question of Style; Contemporary
Design; Classical Design; Natural Design
• The Components
• Structure: The Backbone of a Garden; Paths and Drives; Patios and
Terraces; Enclosure and Barriers
• Shaping the Garden: Greenery and Flowers; Furnishing the Garden
• Difficult Plots and Tricks of the Trade.
The lavish spreads address topics such as paved patios, and offer a
variety of photographs in different styles with concise practical text.
Case studies inspire with imagery and information.
Garden Design: A Book of Ideas is an ideal resource for the home
gardener. It will continue to inspire as the garden matures and changes
over the seasons and years.
Heidi Howcroft worked as a landscape architect in Germany for many
years. She is the author of over 20 books covering a wide range of
garden topics. She lives in Somerset, England.
Marianne Majerus is one of the world’s finest garden photographers.
She is a regular contributor to many publications, including House
& Garden and The Wall Street Journal. She has illustrated more
than 50 books. Her numerous awards include International Garden
Photographer of the Year 2010 and Garden Media Guild Garden
Photographer of the Year 2011. She lives in London.
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GARDENING
Now is the time to plan your vegetable garden

GROW WHAT YOU LOVE
12 Food Plant Families to Change Your Life
Emily Murphy
“Gardening blogger Murphy’s beautiful debut makes gardening
just as much an art as a science... Murphy writes in a way that
makes it personal and joyous... Instead of focusing on inches,
weeks, and weeding, the book is about cultivating a connection
to the earth, the outdoors, and food... This book is for anyone
who’s interested in gardening, no matter how small or large the
garden, or how limited the reader’s experience.”
— Publishers Weekly
An accessible guide that shows how easy it is to grow your
favorite produce.

FIREFLY BOOKS
978-0-2281-0020-1
paperback with flaps
$24.95 US / $29.95 CDN
Ctn qty: 16

272 pages
8 × 10
full color throughout,
250 photos, resources,
maps, index

AVAILABLE

Rights: World

Grow What You Love is a simple guide to growing vegetables, herbs
and more that will add flavor and variety to the fresh produce readers
can access throughout the year. Aimed at novice and experienced
gardeners alike, Grow What You Love is an image-driven, how-to
adventure from an expert organic gardener with an enthusiasm for an
authentic life.
Lavishly illustrated with more than 250 photographs, the book begins
with an exploration of Emily’s approach to gardening and how it
can fit into modern life with little time and effort. She gives advice
on how best to choose food plants that readers love (or will grow to
love), and follows with simple methods for garden-to-table growing,
including a selection of her favorite seasonal recipes. The result for
readers will be a garden-fresh bounty for any time of the year.
Complete with workshops that cover topics like composting,
transplanting, pruning, and how to combine plants in the garden, and
with online resources and hardiness zone maps, Grow What You
Love is packed with goodness for every gardener.
Emily Murphy is an expert organic gardener trained in ethnobotany,
environmental science and garden design. She teaches and speaks
regularly about her gardening philosophies, and her writing has
appeared in numerous online publications, including Better Homes
and Gardens. Murphy is also a photographer, cook and creator of the
celebrated blog Pass The Pistil. She lives in Northern California with
her family and finds daily inspiration from the simple act of growing.
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BACK IN PRINT

101 THINGS FOR KIDS TO DO
OUTSIDE
Dawn Isaac
★ “Highly recommended!”
— Youth Services Book Review (starred review)
“The first, fascinating thing to do with this book is to hand it
to your children with a pile of post-it notes. By doing this with
my 10-year-old son... I discovered that he basically wants to do
anything that involves wildlife and getting absolutely filthy...
Activity one of 101 and I was already a convert.” —Telegraph

FIREFLY BOOKS
978-1-77085-711-7
paperback $19.95
Ctn qty: 20

224 pages
8¼ × 8½
full color throughout, line
drawings, index

AVAILABLE

Rights: U.S. & Canada

101 Things For Kids To Do Outside is what every parent needs. It is
for all children but especially the inactive children who like gaming, TV,
movies, the soft couch, and too many snacks. The kids who believe
“there’s nothing to do outside” and have lost or never known the joy of
outdoor play.
Each “thing” is described in language for a 6 to 9 year old and
illustrated with engaging graphics. Younger children may need
direction, at least the first time. Large pictures display the fun to be
had.
The activities range from 10 minutes to full days of fun. They may
require creativity, make-believe or physical exertion but they are all
outside — rainy days, sunshiny days, even snowy days!
Examples of the 101 activities are:
• Weave a bird’s nest
• Set up a potion lab
• Make nature rubbings
• Build a crawl tunnel
• Hold a mini Olympics
• Build a human sundial

•
•
•
•
•
•

Make a nature walk bracelet
Capture animal tracks
Build a pitfall trap
Fly a homemade kite
Make a rain gauge
Make a snow maze.

Dawn Isaac is an award-winning garden designer and mother. She
spends much of her time coming up with new ways to persuade her
three young children to go outside, a mission that is chronicled in her
popular blog www.littlegreenfingers.com. She is also a horticultural
adviser for TV and regularly writes for publications such as the
Guardian, the Telegraph and The Garden magazine.

By the same author:

101 Things for Kids to Do
on a Rainy Day
978-1-77085-753-7
paperback $19.95
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PARENTING

2nd EDITION

LUNCH BOX LETTERS
Writing Notes of Love and Encouragement
to Your Children
Carol Sperandeo and Bill Zimmerman
“Sperandeo and Zimmerman make a good case for written
communication with the young people in your life and how to act
on it. It’s advice that literary-minded parents will take to heart.”
— January Magazine
Today, children grow up in a fast-changing world while parents struggle
to find ways to communicate with them and to show just how much
they care. Lunch Box Letters, created by two parents who wrote notes
to their children regularly and were greatly encouraged by the results,
presents a proven method of staying in touch with children who, after
all, just want to hear their parent’s voice — to know that someone cares
enough to write a few words for them to read in the middle of the day.

FIREFLY BOOKS
978-0-2281-0173-4
paperback
$9.95 US / $12.95 CDN
Ctn qty:

232 pages
5½ × 7½
full color illustrations
throughout, 100
perforated note sheets

MARCH

Rights: World

Previous edition (paperback): 978-1-55209-526-3

The authors provide sample letters to show how simple these little
notes are to write — and how important they are to both parent and
child. The colorful notes can be put in lunch boxes or backpacks before
school to be opened later in the day. They can be left under the pillow
of a sleeping child, slipped under a bedroom door, given to celebrate
a special occasion or even posted on the refrigerator door. They can
also be written and mailed by grandparents, aunts and uncles, and
godparents.
Lunch Box Letters contains 100 sheets of colorful notepaper, ready
to tear out and use. Just add a few words and tuck the letter into the
child’s lunch box or backpack. With this book as a guide, it takes no
time at all to write a letter. Yet the benefits will last a lifetime.
Carol Sperandeo is a mother who runs a family business with her
husband and son. She live in Ontario, Canada.
Bill Zimmerman is a father and a journalist whose work has been
nominated for a Pulitzer Prize. He is the author of many books and
is the creator of makebeliefscomix.com, where he encourages kids,
parents and teachers alike to harness the power of self-expression
through the act of writing. He lives in New York City.
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BACK IN PRINT

THE 175 BEST CAMP GAMES
A Handbook for Leaders
Kathleen Fraser, Laura Fraser and Mary Fraser
Illustrations by Bernice Lum
“A treasure-trove of games and activities suitable for children
in early-elementary through upper-middle school grades [and]
appropriate for a number of situations, from schoolyard play to
gyms, backyards and community centers... Clear, easy-to-follow
instructions include number of players, equipment and game
plan, augmented by Lum’s humorous cartoon illustrations and
completed with extra hints and tips for leaders in sidebar-style
notations... A great resource.” — Kirkus
Games for kids 4 to 16, plus tips on keeping them fun and fair for
all participants.

BOSTON MILLS PRESS
978-1-55046-505-1
paperback $19.95
Ctn qty: 20
AVAILABLE

160 pages
8½ × 11
full color throughout,
60 color illustrations,
bibliography, index
Rights: World

Camp games are meant to be fun. Here are the very best camp-tested
games for boys and girls aged 4 to 16, with easy-to-follow instructions
and illustrations. The Frasers include indoor and outdoor games for
both small and large groups, with some old favorites and lots of new,
soon-to-be favorites.
The 175 Best Camp Games also includes advice on:
•
•
•
•
•

Choosing the right game for the situation
Starting and ending games
Dealing with rule breakers
Modifying games for varied abilities
Assuring safety and good supervision.

This practical guide is easy to use, and the more than 175 games are
divided into five chapters:
•
•
•
•
•

Break the Ice (Name Dropping, Life Raft)
Taking It Easy (Speed Rabbit, Electricity)
Getting Them Moving (Soh Koh No, Kitty Wants a Corner)
Running Them Ragged (Pairs Tag, Fox in the Henhouse)
Wet and Wild (Battleship, Sharks and Mermaids).

Though written with camp leaders in mind, this book will appeal to
youth activity directors, counselors, counselors-in-training, coaches,
scout leaders, parents, teachers and any other adult looking for creative
group activities for youth that include all participants and require little or
no special equipment.
Laura and Mary Fraser are accredited teachers who spent a combined
16 years as camp leaders and activity program directors. Kathleen
Fraser is an editor, writer and the parent of grown campers and camp
leaders. The Frasers live in Mississauga, Ontario.
Bernice Lum is an award-winning artist and illustrator of 40 books,
including 3 Little Firefighters, Mighty Maddie and Stuff to Hold Your
Stuff.
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BACKLIST PARENTING

HOW TO AMAZE YOUR DAUGHTER
Crafts, Recipes and Other Creative Experiences to Teach
Her to See the Extraordinary in the Ordinary
Raphaele Vidaling
More than 50 projects and experiences that nourish creativity and
play in a girl.
How to Amaze Your Daughter can help parents experience life with
open eyes. It has more than 50 truly creative and inspiring projects that
will enthuse and enrich girls. There are crafts, science experiments,
creative experiences, recipes and easy magic tricks. Each is cheap and
easy.
All the amazements use items found in the home. Here are some
examples:

FIREFLY BOOKS
978-1-77085-601-1
paperback $19.95
Ctn qty: 30
AVAILABLE

144 pages
7½ × 9
full color photographs
throughout, thematic
index, alphabetical index
Rights: World English

• Popsicle Stick Dolls; Bubble Candle; Bits ‘n’ pieces Color Portraits;
Mini Origami Dresses; Lace Angel Wings
• Miniature Vase Necklace; Forest Fairy House
• Water Bottle Canoe; Easy-Fold Cardboard House; Tablecloth Teepee;
Mermaid Costume with Detachable Tail
• Milk that Paints; Jellyfish in a Bottle; Edible Cracked Eggs
• Spaghetti Nests; Bear in a Pancake; Origami Cake; Edible Butterflies;
Rubber Egg; Carousel Cake.
How To Amaze Your Daughter is a practical and inspiring resource for
all parents, teachers and caregivers.

HOW TO AMAZE YOUR SON
Crafts, Recipes and Other Creative Experiences to Teach
Him to See the Extraordinary in the Ordinary
Raphaele Vidaling
More than 50 projects and experiences that nourish creativity and
build relationships.
How To Amaze Your Son has more than 50 truly creative and inspiring
projects that will elicit “wow” and “cool” from the most skeptical of
boys. There are crafts, science experiments, creative experiences, and
easy magic tricks. Each is cheap and easy.
All the amazements use items found in the home. Here are some
examples:

FIREFLY BOOKS
978-1-77085-602-8
paperback $19.95
Ctn qty: 30
AVAILABLE
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144 pages
7½ × 9
full color photographs
throughout, thematic
index, alphabetical index

•
•
•
•
•

Sprouted Potato People; Make Fake Snow; Treasures Nature Walk
Secret Stash Treasure Book; Broccoli Treehouse
Grapefruit Dwarves House; Secret Message Rocket
Magic Campfire; Separating Eggs Using a Bottle
Mountain Cake With Rock Climbers; Castle Cake.

Raphaele Vidaling has published two novels and many illustrated
books. She is the author of How to Amaze Your Toddler.

Rights: World English
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CRAFTS & HOBBIES

BACK IN PRINT

EASY ORIGAMI
Didier Boursin
24 simple, easy-to-follow projects for beginners to the art
of origami.
The ancient art of origami continues to fascinate young and old alike.
More than a method of artistic expression, it provides an opportunity
for reflection and relaxation.
Easy Origami takes beginners step-by-step through the process of
creating 24 simple yet interesting projects. Children, teens and adults
will construct a hamster, a butterfly, an airplane, a house, a garland,
a star cluster and more. The book begins with general tips on getting
started and obtaining the best results. Easy-to-follow directions are
included for all the basic folds. The projects are then organized by level
of capability.
Easy Origami is the perfect introduction to this popular craft.
Beginners of all ages will have fun folding and unfolding as they
discover a magical world of paper creations.

FIREFLY BOOKS
978-1-55297-939-6
paperback $9.95
Ctn qty: 50
JANUARY

64 pages
7¾ × 10¼
160 full color
photographs and
illustrations

Didier Boursin is an origami artist and instructor. A paper folder for 20
years, he is the author of several best-selling guides to this ancient art
form.

Rights: U.S. & Canada

Please see page 66 for other origami books by Didier Boursin

Of related interest:
500 Origamis series Each book is 520 pages · 4 × 4 · $9.95 · paperback · Rights: World English

500 Irresistible Origamis
by Mayumi Jezewski
978-0-2281-0150-5

FIREFLY BOOKS SPRING 2019

500 Fluorescent Origamis
by Mayumi Jezewski
978-0-2281-0149-9

500 Fun Origamis
by Mayumi Jezewski
978-0-2281-0148-2
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THEATER

SUSAN BENSON
Art, Design and Craft on Stage
Patricia Flood
A compelling exploration of the career of one of theater’s most
outstanding theatrical designers.
This book is a detailed and lavishly illustrated look at the work and
career of the renowned stage and costume designer Susan Benson,
whose work has been seen on some of the world’s most influential
stages but is most identified with the Stratford Festival. Featured
throughout the book are gorgeous full-page photographs from both the
live stage and the production process. Behind the scenes commentary
reveals the challenges and exhilaration of mounting a large stage
production while Benson’s working design sketches reveal the artistic
process and the remarkable range of her talent.

FIREFLY BOOKS
978-0-2281-0177-2
plastic-laminated
hardcover with jacket
$35.00
Ctn qty:
APRIL

144 pages
9 × 11½
full color illustrations and
photos throughout
Rights: World

The first part of the book focuses on Benson’s early, formative work,
influenced by her youth in a theatrical family. The second part concerns
her theory of set, costume and prop design, and her problem-solving
methodology for approaching a show. This is followed by a third
section on the “craft” of building shows: how art, design and craft
transform the theatrical work on paper to the imagined world that the
audience sees — costume fitting, prop building and collaborating with
the amazing artists that bring her designs to life.
The book closes with an in-depth look at Benson’s most significant
productions: Robin Phillips’ 1976 Stratford Festival production of
A Midsummer Night’s Dream with Jessica Tandy and Jeremy Brett,
remounted in 1977 with Maggie Smith; in 1979, the Trojan War play The
Woman starring Martha Henry; and the celebrated Brian Macdonald
productions of Gilbert and Sullivan’s The Mikado, The Gondoliers and
Iolanthe. In addition to Benson’s work at the Stratford Festival, the
book looks at designs for many other theaters across Canada and the
U.S., including Romeo and Juliet for the National Ballet of Canada;
and Madama Butterfly and The Golden Ass for the Canadian Opera
Company.
Susan Benson’s long and illustrious career earned her great respect
from her peers, much adulation and numerous awards. Today, she
turns her visual artistry to painting, which has also brought her much
success. Susan Benson: Art, Design and Craft on Stage is a
revealing, informative and thorough examination of a life of creative
brilliance. It will appeal to all readers with a love for theater, both front
of house and backstage.
Patricia Flood is a theater, film and television designer. Her credits
include set design for the films Ararat and Where the Truth Lies. She
was Resident Designer for Theater Calgary, spent many seasons at
Ontario’s Blyth Festival and worked with Susan Benson as Assistant
to the Head of Design at Stratford Festival. Flood has taught Design
for the Theater at Montreal’s Concordia University and is currently an
Associate Professor in the School of English and Theater Studies at the
University of Guelph.
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HISTORY

BACK IN PRINT

THE KLONDIKE QUEST
A Photographic Essay 1897–1899
Pierre Berton
“It is interesting to watch how the expressions change as you
progress through the book, from optimistic in the beginning, to
almost hopeless by the end... The pictures alone will offer hours of
viewing.” —CM Magazine
“The story of the stampede is told well but shown even better.”
—HistoryNet.com
This classic book is a truly great photographic essay of an historic
event that made millionaires of an anonymous few but crushed
thousands more in a hostile climate and unforgiving terrain anticipated
by none.

BOSTON MILLS PRESS
978-1-55046-453-5
paperback with flaps
$29.95
Ctn qty: 14

240 pages
9 × 10¼
200 black and white
archival photographs

We are nearing the 125th anniversary of the Klondike Gold Rush and no
one has told the story as vividly as Yukon-born Pierre Berton. Canada’s
leading popular historian compiled over 200 rare period images from
the more than 10,000 images in public archives and private collections.
Depicting every aspect of what Berton called “one of the strangest
mass movements in history,” many of the compelling images were first
published in this book.

Rights: World

MARCH

The Klondike Quest brings to life the panoramic drama of the
great stampede for gold as seen by the ordinary gold-seeker. The
photographs are beautifully reproduced and informatively and colorfully
captioned. “One million people, it is said, laid plans to go to the
Klondike. One hundred thousand actually set off. And so the Klondike
saga is a chronicle of humanity in the mass... For the next eighteen
months, the Yukon interior plateau became a human anthill.”
As a true story of real men looking for a golden phantom, it’s a tale that
can’t be beat.
Pierre Berton was born in the Yukon in 1920 and worked in the
Klondike mining camps as a teenager before forging a career as a
journalist and cultural commentator. He wrote 50 books, including
many historical non-fiction titles, and won over 30 literary awards
and many honorary degrees. Appointed a Companion of the Order
of Canada in 1986, Berton died in 2004 at the age of 84.
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BACKLIST BESTSELLERS ON PETS

Every Dog

by Nancy Hajeski
536 pages · 6 × 7½
978-1-77085-825-1
$24.95 US/$29.95 CDN
flexibound paperback
Rights: World English

The Perfect Puppy

by Gwen Bailey
208 pages · 6¼ × 9
978-1-77085-911-1
$16.95 US / $19.95 CDN
paperback
Rights: U.S. & Canada

Homemade for
Hamsters

Puppy Bible

Brain Games for
Puppies

by Claire Arrowsmith
96 pages · 6½ × 8½
978-1-77085-401-7 $16.95
paperback with flaps
Rights: U.S. & Canada

by Carin Oliver
96 pages · 7 × 9
978-1-77085-781-0 $16.95
paperback with flaps
Rights: U.S. & Canada
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21 Days to Train Your Dog

by Claire Arrowsmith &
Alison Smith
288 pages · 7½ × 9¼
978-1-77085-193-1 $19.95
paperback
Rights: U.S. & Canada

Brain Games for Dogs

by Colin Tennant
160 pages · 8½ × 10
978-1-55407-133-3 $19.95
paperback
Rights: U.S. & Canada

Being a Dog

by Karen Wild
192 pages · 7½ × 9¼
978-1-77085-821-3
$19.95 US/$24.95 CDN
paperback
Rights: U.S. & Canada

2nd Edition

Setting Up a Tropical
Aquarium

by Stuart Thraves
208 pages · 8½ × 10
978-1-77085-518-2 $24.95
paperback
Rights: U.S. & Canada

by Claire Arrowsmith
160 pages · 6½ × 8¾
978-1-55407-490-7 $19.95
paperback with flaps
Rights: U.S. & Canada

Brain Games for Cats

by Claire Arrowsmith
96 pages · 6½ × 8½
978-1-77085-764-3 $16.95
paperback with flaps
Rights: U.S. & Canada

500 Freshwater
Aquarium Fish

by Greg Jennings
528 pages · 6 × 7
978-1-77085-919-7 $24.95
sewn paperback
Rights: World English
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FIND THE POO
Without Worrying About Where
You Step
Joe Shyllit
The dog’s done his bit. Your job is to find what
he’s left behind.
For years Joe Shyllit has struggled, like all dog
owners, with sometimes having trouble finding
his dog’s poo. A dog’s poo can hide almost
anywhere.
If he just couldn’t find it, Shyllit would either do
a fake pick-up or steel his nerves and walk away
— a crime punishable by deathly dirty looks. Dog
owners are a tough bunch.

FIREFLY BOOKS
978-0-2281-0180-2
plastic-laminated
hardcover, board interior
$14.95 US / $19.95 CDN
Ctn qty:

30 pages
8×6
22 full color images,
answer key
Rights: World

Unlike real life, however, the answers are at the back of the book.
Consider them training for the next time you walk your dog.

FEBRUARY

Also available:
4-copy counter pack
with slogan “Read a
best smeller”

One day Shyllit decided that he would take
photographs of the places where he could not
find the poo but knew it was there. And so, Find the Poo was born,
an odor-free challenge to find the poo in 22 sharp color photographs.
Driveway gravel, autumn leaves, tree bark, red stones, roots,
undergrowth, dappled sunlight, tiny pine cones — all are hiding a
contribution from Shyllit’s 10-year-old cockapoo, Farfel.

978-0-2281-0184-0
$59.80 US / $79.80 CDN
Ctn qty: 1
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Joe Shyllit is an advertising creative director, who has won several
international awards in the ad industry. He graduated from the Ontario
College of Art and with Jerry Kuleba formed the creative ad agency
Kuleba & Shyllit, winning several awards from around the world. In
2015, Kuleba passed away and Shyllit returned to illustration and
design with his series called “Knowhereman.” He lives in Toronto,
Ontario, with his dog, Farfel.
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TRAVEL & REGIONAL INTEREST

150 NATURE HOT SPOTS
IN CALIFORNIA
The Best Parks, Conservation Areas
and Wild Places
Ann Marie Brown
An illustrated guide to California’s most popular and iconic nature
getaways.
150 Nature Hot Spots in California showcases the legendary
diversity and beauty of California’s landscape and wildlife — famous
deserts, iconic badlands, lush forests and beautiful beaches. The
book is organized by region. Each entry includes at-a-glance
information on activities, addresses and contact information; a feature
on the location’s characteristics, history and best hiking paths; and
photography illustrating the geography and prominent wildlife and flora
of the region.
The destinations and sites include:

FIREFLY BOOKS
978-0-2281-0168-0
paperback $29.95
Ctn qty:

256 pages
7½ × 9½
full color photographs,
sidebars, maps, index

APRIL

Rights: World

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Waterfalls and giant sequoias of Yosemite National Park
The cinder cone of Amboy Crater
Below-sea-level salt flats of Death Valley National Park
Elephant seals at Año Nuevo State Park
The palm oasis at Coachella Valley Preserve
Tide pools at Cabrillo National Monument
The wind-sculpted badlands of Alabama Hills
Hydrothermal features of Lassen Volcanic National Park
Tule elk and whales at Point Reyes National Seashore.

California is one of America’s most popular travel destinations.
According to Visit California, the state is the No. 1 tourism destination
in the U.S. Of the 268 million tourists that visited in 2016, roughly 75%
were Californians, 18% were from other states and 7% were from
outside the country.
This guidebook will appeal to all travelers: families, hikers, campers,
photographers and other nature enthusiasts; those who’d want to
spend a week in the wilderness; and those who simply want to take a
day trip. The book is a must-have for libraries, tourism offices, travel
agents and bookstores.
Ann Marie Brown is the author of 14 guidebooks and hundreds of
magazine articles about hiking and outdoor recreation. Her work
has appeared in Sunset, VIA, Backpacker, California and many other
publications. She lives in the Sierra Nevada Mountains.
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110 NATURE HOT SPOTS IN
MANITOBA AND SASKATCHEWAN
The Best Parks, Conservation Areas
and Wild Places
Jenn Smith Nelson and Doug O’Neill
An inspiring guide to the best nature getaways in Manitoba and
Saskatchewan.
110 Nature Hot Spots in Manitoba and Saskatchewan is a
beautifully illustrated guidebook that explores the natural splendor and
remarkable recreation of these diverse provinces. Each entry includes
a descriptive destination profile, beautiful photographs and at-a-glance
information about special features, locations and available activities
and amenities. Both provinces are divided into three chapters — south,
central and north — and feature Special Interest sections to help
readers craft their adventures based on their interests and discover
even more hot spots.

FIREFLY BOOKS
978-0-2281-0169-7
paperback $29.95
Ctn qty:

224 pages
7½ × 9½
full color photographs,
sidebars, maps, index

APRIL

Rights: World

Manitoba is home to some of the best wildlife-watching opportunities
in Canada and unparalleled wild spaces and recreation. This section
of the book covers the best nature hot spots in Manitoba, as well
as a handful in Northwestern Ontario (also known as Manitoba’s
playground), including:
• Churchill
• Little Limestone Lake
• Pimachiowin Aki UNESCO World Heritage Site
• Riding Mountain National Park.
Saskatchewan, or the “Land of the Living Skies,” constantly surprises
visitors with the diversity of its landscapes and the scope of its
recreational opportunities. This section of the book showcases the
many gems Saskatchewan has waiting, such as:
• Athabasca Sand Dunes Provincial Park
• Big Muddy Badlands
• Grasslands National Park
• Wanuskewin Heritage Park.
This is an essential selection for all bookstores, libraries and especially
travel stores, travel offices, tour organizers and tourism centers.
Jenn Smith Nelson (Saskatchewan) is an award-winning freelance
travel writer. She has contributed to a number of media outlets,
including the Toronto Star, the Globe and Mail, Canadian Geographic,
CBC, Global TV and more. Smith Nelson is a member of the Adventure
Travel Trade Association, North American Travel Journalists Association
and Travel Media Association of Canada. She is also the editor/owner
of travelandhappiness.com. She is based in Regina, Saskatchewan.
Doug O’Neill (Manitoba) is an established travel writer who is
passionate about nature and the outdoors. He has written for various
travel publications, including Canadian Geographic, Explore magazine
and Canadian Traveller. O’Neill is currently a member of the Adventure
Travel Trade Association of Canada as well as a certified Hike Leader
for Hike Ontario and an ambassador for the Trans-Canada Trail. He
lives in Toronto, Ontario.
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UNFORGETTABLE ONTARIO
100 Destinations
Noel Hudson
This beautifully illustrated guide celebrates the communities, events
and festivals that make a visit to Ontario unforgettable. Author Noel
Hudson explores the province’s rich cultural and geographic diversity
as he travels Ontario’s countryside, from its villages, towns and cities
to cottage country and northern destinations. Each entry offers a
fascinating glimpse into Ontario’s dynamic past and present, its
spectacular landscape and the spirit of its citizens.
With the exchange rate still favorable for Americans and Canada
still high on the must-see list for overseas travelers, Unforgettable
Ontario: 100 Destinations is the perfect reference for travelers in
search of a single guide to the province’s many attractions.

FIREFLY BOOKS
978-0-2281-0025-6
paperback $29.95
Ctn qty: 18
AVAILABLE

256 pages
7½ × 9½
full color photographs,
maps, index

Noel Hudson has published fiction and non-fiction in books,
magazines and newspapers and has written for television and radio
as well. The well-traveled author of Unforgettable Canada: 125
Destinations has edited more than 300 books on every aspect of
Ontario life. Hudson makes his home in Guelph, Ontario.

Rights: World

DAY TRIPS AROUND TORONTO
John Barber
Day Trips Around Toronto is the essential guidebook for urban
dwellers looking to explore the many attractions that lie beyond the
city’s borders. The book offers intrepid day-trippers more than 50
destinations with activities ranging from hiking, biking and skiing, to fall
leaf-gazing, theater retreats and wine sampling.
Designed for both adults and those with young children, the guide
covers an area roughly centered on Yonge Street and Highway 401,
reaching to Peterborough, Orillia, Collingwood, Kitchener and the
Niagara Peninsula — all within 90 minutes by car from Toronto.
Divided into four regions — North, South, East and West — readers
can link up two or more destinations on the same trip. Descriptive
text provides insight into why the day trips are worth taking, what
visitors can see and do, as well as overview maps that show the area’s
highway and road routes.
FIREFLY BOOKS
978-1-77085-936-4
paperback $24.95
Ctn qty: 20
AVAILABLE
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240 pages
7½ × 9½
color photographs, maps

The book is illustrated with dozens of photographs that give readers an
advance peek at the adventures that await and entice them to head out
of the city to enjoy some of Ontario’s many attractions.

Rights: World

John Barber is a freelance journalist based in Lakefield, Ontario. He
contributes regularly to the Guardian, as well as other publications
including the Toronto Star and the United Church Observer. He was a
long-time columnist for the Globe and Mail.
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4th EDITION

UNFORGETTABLE CANADA
125 Destinations
George Fischer and Noel Hudson
Featuring 10 new destinations.
This beautifully illustrated guide features 125 of Canada’s most
remarkable destinations. Scattered across every province and territory,
some represent dream excursions to the far reaches of the land, while
others are closer to your hometown than you would have imagined.
These destinations will show you unforgettable vistas, unusual land
formations and compelling glimpses into Canada’s history and spirit.
From coast to coast to coast, you’ll find some of the best places to
visit in this vast land known for its diversity and extremes. Whether
you want to climb the world’s oldest rocks, visit a Viking encampment,
kayak with killer whales or tour a diamond mine, you’ll find the perfect
trip in Unforgettable Canada.

BOSTON MILLS PRESS
978-0-2281-0179-6
paperback $29.95
Ctn qty:
APRIL

352 pages
7½ × 9½
full-color photographs
throughout, maps,
references, index of
destinations
Rights: World

Previous edition (paperback): 978-1-77085-020-0

Among the 10 new destinations included in this revised and expanded
edition are these five:
• Portage & Main – This famous intersection in downtown Winnipeg is
legendary in Canadian folklore and often part of the country’s unique
humor. Known as the “crossroads of Canada,” due to its relative
proximity to the longitudinal center of Canada, it is simply one bitterly
cold place to wait for a bus.
• Point Pelee National Park – The southernmost part of mainland
Canada that’s renowned among birdwatchers for the millions of
migrating birds that stopover in the park’s marshes.
• The Georgian Bay Islands – This national park consists of 63 small
islands and is part the Georgian Bay Littoral Biosphere Reserve, one
of the world’s largest freshwater archipelagos.
• West Montrose Covered Bridge – Known as the “Kissing Bridge,”
it is a wooden covered bridge, the last of its kind in Ontario and the
oldest such bridge in Canada.
• Cape Dorset Artists and Workshop – Known as the “Capital of
Inuit Art,” this has been the center for traditional Inuit drawing,
printmaking and carving — the community’s main economic activities
— since the 1950s. Artworks from the workshop fetch high prices
around the world.
George Fischer is a photographer whose images have appeared in
over two dozen books as well as in publications that include the New
York Times, the Los Angeles Times, L’Express, Mountain Living and
Explore. He lives in Toronto, Ontario.
Noel Hudson has published fiction and non-fiction in books,
magazines and newspapers and has written for television and radio.
A well-traveled Canadian who has lived in five provinces, he currently
makes his home in Guelph, Ontario.
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4th EDITION

BACKROADS OF ONTARIO
Ron Brown
Backroads of Ontario gives travelers the information and maps they
need to explore Ontario in a new and creative way. It invites them
to exit the noisy busy highways and take a trip through Ontario’s
countryside and its history: silent ghost towns, charming villages,
century-old mills and farmhouses, dramatic cliffs, prime picnic spots,
architectural curiosities, an amethyst mine, an underwater graveyard of
shipwrecks and so much more.
There are 24 trips, each illustrated with photographs and accompanied
by an easy-to-follow map. Trips range in length from afternoon outings
to weekend excursions and all lead to out-of-the-way places within
easy driving distance of Ontario’s major cities.

FIREFLY BOOKS
978-1-77085-707-0
paperback $29.95
Ctn qty: 20
AVAILABLE

240 pages
7½ × 9½
full color photographs
and maps throughout,
index
Rights: World

Along with the Lake Simcoe Steeple Chase, there is a tour of Ontario’s
prettiest, most historic and most unusual country churches, and a lockby-lock tour of the Welland Canal, an engineering marvel lauded around
the world.
Ron Brown has written a dozen books on Ontario’s ghost towns and
roadside attractions. He is a frequent contributor to CBC Radio, and
his travel articles appear regularly in North American newspapers and
magazines. He lives in Toronto.

REVISED AND EXPANDED

NATURE HIKES
Near-Toronto Trails and Adventures
Janet Eagleson
Photographs by Rosemary G. Hasner
Nature Hikes is a guide through 56,000 acres of Ontario’s most
compelling nature destinations. This fifth edition adds six more
Conservation Areas selected from the most accessible Conservative
Authorities in the area — Credit Valley, Nottawasaga Valley, Toronto
and Region, Lake Simcoe Region, Central Lake Ontario — for a total of
39 hikes. They are Caledon Trailway (Central Region) and Hilton Falls,
Rattlesnake, Mount Nemo, Kelso and Mountsberg (all West Region).
Just minutes out of the city or from their doorstep, day trippers can
find bird migration stopovers, fishing holes, wildlife hot spots, hiking
and biking trails, secret photography spots, sites of archaeological or
historical importance, swimming spots, orchid forests and much more.
FIREFLY BOOKS
978-0-2281-0164-2
paperback $24.95
Ctn qty: 33

240 pages
6×9
color photographs and
maps

AVAILABLE

Rights: World
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Nature Hikes is a must-have guide for groups and individuals who love
wild places and the special creatures that live there. Perfectly sized for
car side pockets.
Janet Eagleson is also the author of The Maple Syrup Book.
Rosemary G. Hasner’s photography has been featured in some 20
exhibits and in the books Dufferin County and The Maple Syrup Book.
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6th EDITION, NEW FORMAT

TOP 160 UNUSUAL THINGS TO SEE
IN ONTARIO
Ron Brown
Praise for the 4th edition:
“The sights stand out for their splendor or quirkiness. Some are
natural wonders, others are man-made. They might be tricky
to find, or perched so close that you’ll wonder how you missed
them.” — Toronto Star
This new edition has 160 attractions for more Ontario fun.
Top 160 Unusual Things to See in Ontario gives readers, local
travelers and out-of-province visitors — all 10 million of them — even
more to see and do. The previous editions of this book have sold more
than 100,000 copies.

BOSTON MILLS PRESS
978-0-2281-0178-9
paperback $29.95
Ctn qty:

336 pages
7½ × 9½
160 full color
photographs, maps, index

APRIL

Rights: World

Previous edition (paperback, Top 150 Unusual Things to See
in Ontario): 978-1-77085-710-0

Author Ron Brown is an expert on the unusual. In his relentless quest
to discover yet more of Ontario’s rarities, Brown has traveled nearly
everywhere in the province, and since this book’s previous edition he
has been on the road again. From the many new destinations he has
found, he has selected 10 new ones for this edition:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Huron Fishing Weirs
Muskoka’s Torrance Barrens
The Log Heritage of the Ottawa Valley
The Ruins of Fort St. Joseph
Toronto’s Graffiti Alleys
Ontario’s Alligators
Trenton’s Ad Astra Stones
The Stoney Creek Pillar
The Coldwater Mill
Almaguin Highlands’ Field of Screams.

Thoroughly researched and written in an inviting style, Ron Brown’s
descriptions offer fascinating stories with background, location and
accompanying color photographs. Most places are easy to reach from
Ontario’s major population centers and border American cities and
towns.
All destinations are updated with detailed maps that pinpoint every
location and the entries are grouped by general location. Ontario is
an exciting travel destination filled with beaches, cities and major
tourist destinations, but for those who want to see the heart and soul
of the province, it takes a knowledgeable guide with a passion for the
unusual. Ron Brown is that guide.
Ron Brown, an authority on rural Ontario, has written over a dozen
books on Ontario’s ghost towns and roadside attractions. He is
a frequent contributor to CBC Radio, and his travel articles have
appeared in numerous North American newspapers and magazines.
He lives in Toronto, Ontario.
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100 Nature Hot Spots in British
Columbia
by Lyndsay Fraser and Christina Smyth
224 pages · 7½ × 9½
978-0-2281-0017-1 $29.95 paperback
Rights: World

2nd Edition

110 Nature Hot Spots in Ontario
by Chris Earley and
Tracy C. Read
248 pages · 7½ × 9½
978-0-2281-0015-7 $29.95 paperback
Rights: World

by Leigh McAdam and Debbie Olsen
224 pages · 7½ × 9½
978-0-2281-0016-4 $29.95 paperback
Rights: World

2nd Edition

3rd Edition

by Kevin Callan
384 pages · 7½ × 9½
978-0-2281-0024-9 $29.95 paperback
Rights: World

by Mark Harris and George Fischer
264 pages · 7½ × 9½
978-0-2281-0026-3 $29.95 paperback
Rights: World

Top 60 Canoe Routes of Ontario

40

125 Nature Hot Spots in Alberta

Waterfalls of Ontario
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ALGONQUIN WILD
A Naturalist’s Journey Through
the Seasons
Michael Runtz
Published to coincide with Ontario’s Algonquin Park’s
125th anniversary, this full-color photographic testimonial
is a celebration of the many plants and wildlife found within
its protected borders.
From peatlands to coniferous forests, from spring peepers
to beavers, from moose to osprey to yellow toadflax and
spotted salamanders, the park teems with wildlife all year
round. Found in the Canadian Shield region, Algonquin
Park bears the unusual distinction of having rivers flow
north, south, east and west from its domain.

FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE 320 pages
12 × 9
978-1-55455-437-9
full color throughout
paperback with flaps
$60.00
Ctn qty:

Michael Runtz, author of Dam Builders, has worked as an
interpretive naturalist at Algonquin Park and Point Pelee
Park. He has also hosted the television programme Wild by
Nature. He is the author of ten natural history books and
teaches natural history and ornithology courses at Carleton
University in Ottawa.

No Canadian Rights,
U.S. only

APRIL
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THE GROUP OF SEVEN
2020 Calendar
The Group of Seven calendar has been a
dependable seller since we first published
it. As a publisher that has long supported
Canadian artists, we have taken pride in seeing
The Group of Seven calendar sell out every
year. We are confident that your customers will
be pleased to have it available again for that
certain spot where they hang it every year.
Art lovers and observers hold The Group of
Seven to be among the greatest recorders of
Canada’s quintessential asset: the landscape.
While many of their works are instantly
recognizable, many more rarely reach the
public eye.

FIREFLY BOOKS
978-0-2281-0181-9
shrinkwrapped $16.99
Ctn qty: 60
MAY

24 pages
14 × 12
full color throughout,
printed in English and
French

The 2020 calendar will feature some favorites,
like The Tangled Garden by J.E.H. MacDonald,
Stormy Weather by F.H. Varley and The First
Ranger by Franz Johnston. Less familiar works
will be Lighthouse by Lawren Harris, Gypsy
Head, by F.H. Varley, and Wild Mustard, Brockville, by A.Y. Jackson.
All feature informative captions.
Be sure to add The Group of Seven 2020 to your order. Your
customers will be looking for it.

Rights: U.S. & Canada

Previous edition: 978-0-2281-0040-9
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JUVENILE TITLES · ROBERT MUNSCH

Celebrating its 33rd year in print —
with 32 million copies sold!
LOVE YOU FOREVER
Robert Munsch
Illustrated by Sheila McGraw
There are 3 million new children in America and Canada
each year — and every family is touched by this book.
Available in six formats, as well as in Spanish and French,
Love You Forever is a “must” for every bookstore.

FIREFLY BOOKS
978-0-920668-37-5
paperback $5.95
Ctn qty: 100
AVAILABLE

Also available:

All Ages
32 pages
8×8
full color illustrations
throughout
Rights: World

978-0-920668-36-8
8 × 8 plastic-laminated
hardcover $14.95
Ctn qty: 25

Board book edition

Pop-up edition

978-0-2281-0104-8
board book
$8.95 US / $9.95 CDN

978-1-77085-965-4
hardcover pop-up
$24.95 US / $29.95 CDN

Spanish and French editions:
Also available:

978-1-55209-109-8
10½ × 10½ hardcover
$19.95
Ctn qty: 30

Also available:

978-1-895565-66-9
8 × 8 slipcased hardcover
$24.95
Ctn qty: 30

FIREFLY BOOKS SPRING 2019

Siempre te querré

(Spanish)
978-1-895565-01-0 $6.95
paperback

Je t’aimerai toujours
(French)
978-0-920668-49-8 $6.95
paperback
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BACK IN PRINT

ONCE UPON A POTTY — BOY
ONCE UPON A POTTY — GIRL
The all-time favorite, now in a sturdy board book.
There are 28.9 million children under the age of 5 in the U.S. and all of
them will need to be toilet trained. This classic book has already helped
millions of parents get their children through a life milestone with ease
and some entertainment too.
With Once Upon a Potty, a parent reads the book to their child or
allows the child to read it while on the potty. Not surprisingly, the book
takes some wear. This new board book edition will withstand such
heavy use and survive the occasional water spill too.

FIREFLY BOOKS
Once Upon a Potty BOY
978-1-77085-404-8
board book $7.95*
Ctn qty: 20

Ages 1–4
24 pages
5¾ × 7¾
full color illustrations
throughout

AVAILABLE

Rights: World English

*new price

This is THE potty training book. It has it all, bright graphics, simple
language, fun story and an anatomically correct hero. With an edition
for each gender, the book relates directly to the child, making the pottytraining process relatable and easy to understand.
Once Upon a Potty GIRL

978-1-77085-405-5
board book $7.95*
Ctn qty: 20

*new price
See page 97 for other formats

RECENTLY PUBLISHED

EVERYTHING I KNOW ABOUT POOP
Jaume Copons
Illustrations by Mercé Galí
An absolute must-have for toilet-resistant kids.
Everything I Know About Poop gives parents an innovative and fun
way to help their toddlers achieve toilet-training success, especially
the stubborn ones. It uses a hilarious story and charming drawings
to engage kids and help them understand, verbalize and accept that
people need to poop, animals need to poop, we all need to poop! But
it’s not always easy.
FIREFLY BOOKS
978-0-2281-0083-6
plastic-laminated
hardcover $12.95
Ctn qty: 40

Ages 5+
28 pages with one
gatefold
8×8
full color throughout

AVAILABLE

Rights: World English
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Kids will find this book hilarious and will commit it to memory.
Jaume Copons is a scriptwriter for the Spanish version of Sesame
Street, as well as for other TV programs, songs, records and
advertisements. He has written more than 40 novels for young readers.
Mercé Galí does drawings for stories, textbooks, posters, magazine
covers and other projects. She has illustrated stories in books and
major children’s magazines in Spain.
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25th ANNIVERSARY EDITION

A GARDEN OF WHALES
Maggie Steincrohn Davis
Illustrated by Jennifer Barrett O’Connell
“A rhythmic text and lush illustrations that feature
cavorting, majestically powerful whales. The poetic,
somewhat surreal quality of the story is appealing.”
—Horn Book Guide
“This tale of deliverance unfurls in luscious prose
that rolls trippingly off the tongue... With her
effulgent oil pastel illustrations O’Connell fully
enters Davis’s dream and strikingly echoes the
fluent reverie. This is a bedtime read-aloud that will
set heads nodding.” —Publishers Weekly

FIREFLY BOOKS
978-0-94447-535-5
paperback $7.95*
Ctn qty: 80

Ages 3–8
32 pages
11 × 8
full color throughout

FEBRUARY

Rights: World English

*new price

First published in 1993, A Garden of Whales is one
of our most popular children’s books. It is the story of
a boy’s fantasy of saving the whales — a strong conservation theme
carried with the empowering message that children’s dreams are the
roots of action.
Last night in my tub,
in my tub while I scrubbed,
I dreamed that I lived
in the sea with the Whales.
Magnificent Whales. Mysterious Whales.
Mystical, Musical, Mountainous Whales.
The narrator of this tale is a boy who knows that whales are magnificent
but endangered creatures. He wants to do anything he can to save
them, and as he scrubs in his bathtub, he dreams up a plan to save the
whales.
Children from all over the world also get in their bathtubs to save the
whales, planting a garden of whales. He knows this is a fantasy, but
the dreams of children are the roots of action, and action changes the
world.
Maggie Steincrohn Davis is the author of over 10 books for readers
of all ages, including Glory! To the Flowers. She lives in East Blue Hill,
Maine.
Jennifer Barrett O’Connell is a freelance illustrator whose projects
include educational materials and books for children. She is a graduate
of the Philadelphia College of Art and lives in Bethesda, Maryland.
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BACK IN PRINT

ONE WATERMELON SEED
Celia Barker Lottridge
Illustrations by Karen Patkau
In this deceptively simple counting book, Max and Josephine
tend their garden while readers follow along, counting from
one to ten as the garden is planted. Then readers can count in
groups of tens as the garden is harvested, while they search
through the pictures for the many small animals that are hiding
throughout. A concise and clever text introduces color and
rhythm, and the illustrations are bright and engaging, making
this a perfect counting book for children aged four to seven.
Praise from Logic Roots:
“…one of the best math books that is fun, colorful and loved
by many children…”

FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE Ages 4–7
32 pages
978-1-55455-222-1
11 × 8½
paperback $9.95
full color throughout
Ctn qty: 100
JANUARY

No Canadian Rights,
U.S. only

Praise from Dreambox Learning:
“…this book gets into counting in a serious way. It doesn’t just
take your child from 1 to 10, but it goes all the way up to 100! So
Lottridge’s book is good for children from kindergarten through
second grade. Younger children will learn the lower numbers, and
enjoy the pictures and the story even if they don’t comprehend all
of the numbers. Older children will get a review of the basics and
then be introduced to the concept of counting in groups of ten,
which is good preparation for learning multiplication.”
Celia Barker Lottridge is a storyteller and multi award-winning author
of picture books and novels for children, including The Name of the
Tree, Ticket to Curlew, Wings to Fly, and The Little Rooster and the
Diamond Button. Formerly a children’s librarian and bookseller, Celia
was born in Iowa City, Iowa, and lives in Toronto, Ontario.
Karen Patkau is an author, designer, visual artist and visual arts
educator. She has illustrated a number of picture books, including One
Hungry Heron, Don’t Eat Spiders, and A Good Trade. Born and raised
in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Karen lives in Toronto, Ontario.
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THE COLD LITTLE VOICE
Alison Hughes
Illustrations by Jan Dolby
What can we do when that cold little voice inside our own head tells
us that we aren’t good enough or smart enough to matter? Or when
the voice tells us that we’ll never succeed, that we look weird, that
we’re too tall or too short, that we can’t do anything right?
Sometimes all it takes is a bit of self-acceptance and love to make
that cold little voice warm right up so that we can become our own
best friend.
Alison Hughes is the author of several books for young readers
including Gerbil Uncurled and Spare Dog Parts. Her novel Hit the
Ground Running was a finalist for the Governor General’s Award. She
lives in Alberta.
CLOCKWISE
978-1-9883471-1-0
hardcover $19.95
Ctn qty:
FEBRUARY

Ages 4–7
32 pages
10 × 8
full color throughout

Jan Dolby is the acclaimed illustrator of picture books including Lucky
Me and the Gabby series. She lives north of Toronto, Ontario.

No Canadian Rights,
U.S. only

BACK IN PRINT

WOLF ISLAND
Celia Godkin
“Although the text remains unchanged from the 1993 edition,
larger page size and improved formatting make the story easier
to share with groups... Libraries without the original book should
definitely consider purchasing this one, and collections with an
older copy may want to substitute this more readable version.”
— School Library Journal
Set on an island in Northern Ontario, the Wolf Island story, based on an
actual event, is a moving chronicle of what happens when the highest
link in a food chain is removed.

FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE Ages 4–8
32 pages
978-1-55455-008-1
10 × 11
paperback $11.95
full color throughout
Ctn qty: 70
AVAILABLE

No Canadian Rights,
U.S. only

A family of wolves leave their island environment. Although, at first,
their absence is unnoticed, nature’s delicately balanced ecosystem
comes undone over a period of months, and the mice, rabbits,
squirrels, and even owls fight for survival. Finally, the accidental return
of the wolf family to their home restores the island habitat to health.
Celia Godkin’s dramatic, full-color illustrations will inspire readers of all
ages. Her scientific portrait of an ecosystem and its component species
will not be easily forgotten.
Celia Godkin trained as a biologist and worked as a scientific
illustrator. She is the author illustrator of Ladybug Garden, Sea Otter
Inlet, Hurricane! and When the Giant Stirred.
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THE IMPERFECT GARDEN
Melissa Assaly
Illustrations by April dela Noche Milne
What do you think a two-legged carrot would taste like?
What about a crabby-faced apple? Jay makes some
surprising discoveries after he plants and cares for a garden
with his mother. Jay learns that naturally grown food can
grow to look different than what he is used to buying at
the grocery store. He is delighted to discover the hilarious,
misshapen fruits and vegetables. To his amazement, they all
taste the same, maybe better even! What a waste it would
be to throw them out.
It seems foolish to throw away an absurd amount of food
because it looks a little different — especially when children
love those funny shaped foods!

FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE Ages 4–8
32 pages
978-1-55455-408-9
10 × 9
hardcover $19.95
full color throughout
Ctn qty:
MARCH
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No Canadian Rights,
U.S. only

Melissa Assaly is an elementary school teacher who lives
with her husband and son, Jay, in Toronto, Ontario. When
she is not teaching she enjoys travelling and cooking and
especially gardening with Jay and finding funny shaped fruits and
vegetables!
April dela Noche Milne is a freelance illustrator born in Montreal
and raised in Vancouver. She enjoys drawing, reading, and planning
elaborate birthday parties for herself. This is her first children’s book.
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NOW IN PAPERBACK

DRAGONFLY KITES
Tomson Highway
Illustrations by Julie Flett
“Highway’s text has a graceful simplicity, evoking the deep
pleasure of brothers at play in a serene, remote setting.”
— Horn Book
“At once a celebration of heritage, the wilderness and
imagination, this book is a breath of fresh northern air.”
— Kirkus Reviews
Dragonfly Kites is a brilliant evocation of the very essence of
childhood as Thomson Highway weaves a deceptively simple story
about the power of the imagination. Joe and Cody, two young Cree
brothers, along with their parents and their little dog Ootsie, are
spending the summer by one of the hundreds of lakes in northern
Manitoba. Summer means a chance to explore the world and
make friends with an array of creatures.
FIFTH HOUSE
978-1-8972526-4-2
paperback $14.95
Ctn qty:
JANUARY

Ages 4–8
32 pages
9¼ × 10½
full color throughout,
text in English and Cree

But what Joe and Cody like doing best of all is flying dragonfly
kites. They catch dragonflies and gently tie a length of thread
around the middle of each dragonfly before letting it go. Off soar the
dragonflies into the summer sky and off race the brothers and Ootsie
too, chasing after their dragonfly kites through trees and meadows and
down to the beach before watching them disappear into the night sky.

No Canadian Rights,
U.S. only

But in their dreams, Joe and Cody soar through the skies with their
kites until it’s time to wake up.

Previous edition (hardcover): 978-1-897252-63-5

Tomson Highway is an award-winning playwright and the author
of Caribou Song (winner of the American Indian Library Association
2014 Youth Literature Award for Best Picture Book) and Fox on the
Ice. He now splits his time between homes near Sudbury, Ontario and
Gatineau, Québec.
Julie Flett is an award-winning author, illustrator and artist currently
living in Vancouver, BC. She is Cree-Métis. Julie is the first-time
recipient of the 2014 Aboriginal Literature Award, sponsored by the
Periodical Marketers of Canada.

By the same author:
Caribou Song

978-1-927083-49-9
paperback $14.95
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Fox on the Ice

978-1-897252-66-6
paperback $12.95
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NOW IN PAPERBACK

THE SONG WITHIN
MY HEART
David Bouchard
Illustrations by Allen Sapp
Listen to the beating drum
It tells a hundred stories
Of our people, of our homeland
Some of birds and beasts and sweet grass.
Close your eyes and listen
You might come to hear a story
That no one hears but you alone
A story of your very own.

RED DEER PRESS
978-0-88995-572-1
paperback $14.95
Ctn qty:
FEBRUARY

Ages 5–8
32 pages
10 × 7
full color throughout,
text in English and Cree,
QR code and link to
music download
No Canadian Rights,
U.S. only

Previous edition (hardcover): 978-0-88995-500-4

Renowned Cree painter Allen Sapp’s inspired and
stunning artwork beautifully complements this sweet
story of a young First Nations boy preparing for his first pow-wow.
The young boy’s Nokum — his beloved grandmother — guides him
through the exciting day and watches over him as events unfold. David
Bouchard’s rhythmic and informative text is based on remembrances
from Allen Sapp’s childhood.
Winner of Canada’s Governor General’s Literary Award, The Song
Within My Heart is a beautifully crafted picture book that reflects the
wonders of life on a reserve, the importance of the pow-wow, and
ultimately, the love between grandmother and grandson.
“Sapp’s illustrations, rendered in thickly textured oil paint,
emphasize the bond and love that the boy feels for his
grandmother... A strong offering about powwows, familial love, and
finding understanding from within.” — School Library Journal

★ “A heartfelt intergenerational story about knowing and
preserving heritage and love between elders and young ones...
Bouchard’s rhythmic text successfully conveys an emotive and
sensory approach to the relationship between the two, enriching
the story and echoing the hand-lettered onomatopoeic syllables
that represent chanting and drumbeats. Sapp’s profound paintings
bring sincere and reassuring images that support and enhance the
tale. A stunning picture book that celebrates life, family relations,
and determination to preserve traditions and heritage.”
— Kirkus (starred review)
David Bouchard’s books have won several prestigious awards, among
them the Canadian Aboriginal Book of the Year in 2007 for Nokum
Is My Teacher. He is the author of many books for young readers
including An Aboriginal Carol, Rainbow Crow and The First Flute. David
lives in British Columbia.
Allen Sapp was an Officer of the Order of Canada and a member of
the Canadian Academy of Arts. A Cree elder, he was raised by his
grandmother on the Red Pheasant reserve in Saskatchewan. The
memory of this tender relationship spawned in Sapp some of his finest
and most sensitive works, bringing to his canvas a sense of affection
and love. He died in 2015.
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NOW IN PAPERBACK

NOKUM IS MY TEACHER
David Bouchard
Illustrations by Allen Sapp
Will you walk with me, Grandmother?
Will you talk with me a while?
I’m finding life confusing
And I’m looking for some answers
To questions all around me
At that school and on the street.
You have always been here for me
Will you help me learn to see?

RED DEER PRESS
978-0-88995-571-4
paperback $14.95
Ctn qty:
MARCH

Ages 5–9
32 pages
11 × 9¼
full color throughout,
text in English and
Cree, QR code and link
to music download,
illustrator’s note
No Canadian Rights,
U.S. only

Previous edition (hardcover): 978-0-88995-367-3

Nokum Is My Teacher is the poetic story of a young
aboriginal boy, posing questions to his grandmother, his
“Nokum,” about the wider world beyond the familiarity of
their home and community. Through a series of questions,
Nokum guides her grandson towards an understanding of his need
to fit into and learn more about this large world beyond the reserve.
Nokum offers her grandson a vision of a world he can enter through
imagination and reading, while retaining respect for the ways of his
people. By the conclusion of the book, the young grandson has learned
many new ideas from his grandmother and discovered his own wisdom
in dealing with the changes in his life.
“The universal themes of validating education and receiving
guidance from elder family members will resonate with elementary
school-age children. The authentic Cree voice, artwork, and music,
provide a taste of the native culture in a context that unites the
concerns of children across time and place. This book will be
well-received for the value of its story as well its celebration of the
identity of one of North America’s First Nations.”
—Foreword Reviews
David Bouchard’s books have won several prestigious awards, among
them the Canadian Aboriginal Book of the Year in 2007 for Nokum
Is My Teacher. He is the author of many books for young readers
including An Aboriginal Carol, Rainbow Crow and The First Flute. David
lives in British Columbia.
Allen Sapp was an Officer of the Order of Canada and a member of
the Canadian Academy of Arts. A Cree elder, he was raised by his
grandmother on the Red Pheasant reserve in Saskatchewan. The
memory of this tender relationship spawned in Sapp some of his finest
and most sensitive works, bringing to his canvas a sense of affection
and love. He died in 2015.
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THE MOON WATCHED IT ALL
Shelley A. Leedahl
Illustrations by Aino Anto
In a time before this time, when the world moved at
a pony’s pace, a woman rocked by her window and
turned, every evening, to the moon... The woman was
neither young nor old, neither happy nor particularly sad.
She was known as Mirada, for she was always gazing.
Like the moon, she was what she was.
So begins the poignant story of pensive Mirada, a
solitary woman who lives in a bygone village far, far
away. One day she sees a shy orphan boy who has been
cast out of his village. She opens her door to him and
as time passes they become a necessary part of each
other’s lives — as the moon watched it all.
RED DEER PRESS
978-0-88995-537-0
hardcover $19.95
Ctn qty:
MARCH
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Ages 5–9
32 pages
11 × 9
full color throughout
No Canadian Rights,
U.S. only

Stirring detailed illustrations by Toronto-based illustrator
Aino Anto provide the moody and moving visuals for this part fairy tale,
part modern allegory, expertly told by Shelley A. Leedahl.
Shelley A. Leedahl is the author of The Bone Talker and I Wasn’t
Always Like This. She lives in British Columbia.
Aino Anto is an illustrator based in Toronto. The Moon Watched It All
is her first picture book.
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I LOVE YOU MOM
Illustrations by Liz Temperley
Text by Abbie Headon
A sweet ode to the animal world’s mothers.
This charming book describes how 45 species of animal mothers care
for their young, the hard work they do and the sacrifices they make,
just like human moms. Its universal audience of children will identify
with the profound physical and emotional love shown by each mother.
Children will come away knowing that all of the young animals surely
love their moms as much as they love theirs.
Readers learn how animal mothers care for their young depending on
the species and the environment, what they eat, and where they live.
They learn how mothers (and fathers) work together to take care of
their young, the same as humans. They learn how the moms feed their
young, help them stay safe, teach them survival skills, and also have
fun, knowing that soon they will be grown up and will leave.

FIREFLY BOOKS

Ages 7 and up
96 pages
978-0-2281-0172-7
hardcover quarter-bound 5½ × 6½
full-color illustrations
in cloth
$12.95 US / $14.95 CDN throughout
Ctn qty:
Rights: U.S. & Canada
FEBRUARY

I Love You Mom features 45 wild animal species: Dolphin; Elephant;
Bald eagle; Badger; Japanese red bug; Chimpanzee; Meerkat; Gazelle;
Polar bear; Pig; Laysan albatross; Kangaroo; Cheetah; Hare; Grizzly
bear; Canada goose; Hippopotamus; Honey bee; Gray languar monkey;
American quarter horse; Emperor penguin; Giraffe; Pale-throated threetoed sloth; Gorilla; Lion; Ring-tailed lemur; Llama; Sea otter; Orangutan;
Giant panda; Strawberry poison-dart frog; Goat; Koala; Gelada baboon;
Cow; Raccoon; Crocodile; Gray wolf; Flamingo; Red squirrel; Baboon;
Rhinoceros; Lamb; Tiger and Walrus.
Here is a small sampling of the many ways the 45 animal moms in
I Love You Mom care for their babies:
• Mother dolphins teach a unique whistle to their young, one that only
they know. Suffolk sheep and lambs do this too.
• A badger mom makes a soft warm bed for her young and she and
the father clean and change it regularly.
• Japanese red bugs spend hours every day searching for the one type
of fruit their young will eat.
• Many animals share mothering duties, such as gorillas, giraffe,
meerkats, lions, flamingos, wolves, and more.
• And animals may not have arms to hug with but they give affection
with flipper hugs, kisses with beaks and lips, and they lick and groom
and comb fur. They keep their babies clean and warm and they keep
them close while helping them gain independence.
Motherhood is the most demanding and rewarding of roles; as these
loving animals demonstrate. I Love You Mom is a journey to meet
nature’s very best moms, and celebrate everything that makes our own
mothers so special.
Liz Temperley draws inspiration from the natural world to create her
unique handmade illustrations. She loves to create beautiful things and
creates charming artwork and witty captions to make people smile.
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JUST PUBLISHED

THE LITTLE BOOK OF WOODLAND
BIRD SONGS
Andrea Pinnington and Caz Buckingham
Hear the songs and learn about 12 of North America’s woodland
birds.

FIREFLY BOOKS

Ages 5–9
26 pages
978-0-2281-0031-7
8¾ × 8¼
plastic-laminated
hardcover with 12 sound full color throughout,
buttons, shrinkwrapped plastic 12-button sound
module with replaceable
$19.95
battery (included)
Ctn qty: 20
AVAILABLE

Rights: U.S. & Canada

The Little Book of Woodland Bird Songs features recordings of
twelve bird songs from some of the best-known woodland species
seen and heard in North America. It is an interactive board book that is
ideal for curious young readers. The sturdy pages are easy to turn and
the twelve song buttons, each with a portrait of the bird, are easy to
activate. The high-quality sound module is encased in durable plastic
and the one-inch (3-cm) speaker makes it easy to hear and differentiate
the elements of the bird’s song, such as pitch, tempo and trills.
Beautiful lifelike illustrations aid in identifying the birds and a descriptive
paragraph and facts panel provide information such as the time of
day the bird is likely to sing, what it eats, behavior traits and how it
constructs its nest.
Caz Buckingham and Andrea Pinnington are the founders of Fine
Feather Press, which promotes a love of nature in children from an
early age. They live near Farnham, UK.

BACK IN PRINT

THE LITTLE BOOK OF BACKYARD
BIRD SONGS
Andrea Pinnington and Caz Buckingham
“It’s the sort of book which children have to plead with the adults
to let them have a look at. Everything about it is superb. Highly
recommended.” — The Bookbag.co.uk

FIREFLY BOOKS

Ages 5–9
26 pages
978-1-77085-744-5
8¾ × 8¼
plastic-laminated
hardcover with 12 sound full color throughout,
buttons, shrinkwrapped plastic 12-button sound
module with replaceable
$19.95
battery (included)
Ctn qty: 20
AVAILABLE
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Being able to identify a bird’s song is a skill that brings joy and fosters
an appreciation of nature. Learning how to differentiate between the
songs of a house finch and a goldfinch, however, is not easy. That is
where this enchanting book comes into its own. It features recordings
of twelve bird songs from some of the best-known garden bird species
seen and heard across North America.
This is an interactive board book designed for any age with features
for young readers. The board pages are easy to turn. The twelve song
buttons are easy to activate and each bears a portrait of the singing
bird. The high-quality sound module is encased in durable plastic, and
the one-inch (3 cm) speaker makes it easy to hear and differentiate the
elements of a bird’s song, like pitch, tempo, whistles, trills and buzzes.

Rights: U.S. & Canada
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NEW IN THE DO YOU KNOW SERIES

DO YOU KNOW OWLS?
DO YOU KNOW PIRANHAS?
Alain M. Bergeron and Michel Quintin
Illustrations by Sampar
Two new books in the Do You Know series for young naturalists
introduce everything they need to know about piranhas and owls!
Do you know a young reader who loves cartoons and loves reading
about unique creatures from the natural world?
With the two additions to this popular series, young readers will learn
that piranha shoals can consist of several thousand individuals and that
piranhas can jump out of the water to attack prey. They will discover
there are more than 200 owl species with some species 100 times more
sensitive to light than humans.
FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE Ages 7–9
64 pages
978-1-55455-352-5
6 × 8¼
paperback $9.95
full color throughout
Ctn qty:
FEBRUARY

No Canadian Rights,
U.S. only

FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE Ages 7–9
64 pages
978-1-55455-353-2
6 × 8¼
paperback $9.95
full color throughout
Ctn qty:
FEBRUARY

No Canadian Rights,
U.S. only
See the rest of the series on page 100
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HOW TO RAISE MONARCH BUTTERFLIES
A Step-by-Step Guide for Kids
Carol Pasternak
“The breezy and down-to-earth text... nicely communicates the
wonder... Especially effective is the eight-pictured depiction of the
development of the caterpillar into a chrysalis.”
—School Library Journal
Observing a Monarch butterfly as it transforms itself from caterpillar to
chrysalis to butterfly is among the most thrilling experiences that nature
offers. Raising Monarch butterflies is made easy with the help of this
detailed guide.

FIREFLY BOOKS
978-1-77085-002-6
paperback $9.95
Ctn qty: 70
AVAILABLE

Ages 6–12
48 pages
8×8
full color illustrations and
photographs throughout,
glossary, resources, index

How to Raise Monarch Butterflies explains what threats Monarchs
face today and how readers can help conserve the Monarch’s feeding
grounds from encroachment. Revel in one of the most remarkable
miracles of nature.
Carol Pasternak is a photographer, personal trainer and educator who
raises Monarch butterflies with her family in Toronto, Ontario.

Rights: World

Of related interest:
Caterpillars

Dragonflies

978-1-77085-182-5 $19.95
plastic-laminated hardcover
Rights: World

978-1-77085-185-6 $19.95
plastic-laminated hardcover
Rights: World

by Chris Earley
Ages 8 to 11
32 pages · 8 × 8
978-1-77085-183-2 $6.95
paperback
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by Chris Earley
Ages 8 to 11
32 pages · 8 × 8
978-1-77085-186-3 $6.95
paperback
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PICTURE BOOKS

I DIDN’T STAND UP
Lucy Falcone
Illustrations by Jacqueline Hudon
First they went after Jalal. But I’m not black. So I didn’t
stand up for him.
Then they went after Mariana. I was born in this country —
So I didn’t stand up for her.
A picture book inspired by the iconic poem “First
They Came for the Socialists” written by Pastor Martin
Niemöller in opposition to the oppression from the
Nazi regime, I Didn’t Stand Up looks at common
circumstances of oppression that children encounter
through the eyes of the bystander — until he or she
becomes a victim.
Backmatter includes a history of the original poem and
Pastor Martin Niemöller.
CLOCKWISE
978-1-9883470-6-6
hardcover $19.95
Ctn qty:
FEBRUARY

Ages 6–9
32 pages
10 × 8
full color throughout
No Canadian Rights,
U.S. only
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Lucy Falcone is the author of several novels for young
readers including The Mysterious Mummer and The Devil, the Banshee
and Me. She lives in Toronto, Ontario.
Jacqueline Hudon is the illustrator of Charlie’s Dirt Day and Bye Bye
Butterflies. She lives in Calgary, Alberta.
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THE BIRDMAN
Troon Harrison
Illustrations by François Thisdale
A journey with the underground railroad’s most daring abolitionist.
Alexander Ross walked the plantation fields in the Deep South, freely
and with permission. He was a famous ornithologist — visiting the
plantations to study the birdlife. But Alexander Milton Ross was no
ordinary birdman. He was an undercover Abolitionist. And he had
news to spread to the men and women living in slavery about the
Underground Railroad. He knew the routes, the location of the safe
houses and the best ways to head to freedom in Canada.
Discover the forgotten life and true adventures of a daring Abolitionist
who risked everything to help bring freedom and dignity to the heroic
men and women enslaved in the American south.
Back matter includes historical notes.

RED DEER PRESS
978-0-88995-506-6
hardcover with jacket
$24.95
Ctn qty:
JANUARY
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Ages 6–10
48 pages
8½ × 11
full color throughout,
timeline, bibliography

Troon Harrison is an award-winning author who has published 36
books. Her work has appeared in six languages. She lives in eastern
Ontario.
François Thisdale is an award-winning illustrator whose work has
been receiving international recognition. François is the illustrator of
The Stamp Collector, Missing Nimama and Poetree. He lives in Quebec.

No Canadian Rights,
U.S. only
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ULTIMATE EXPLORER GUIDE
FOR KIDS
Justin Miles
Ultimate Explorer Guide for Kids presents straightforward advice on
what every explorer must know if they are to survive the most daunting
challenges the world has to offer. The ultimate adventures are gleaned
from the author’s travels around the world. He packs every page with
the priceless knowledge he has gained over the years.
Features include:
•
•
•
•
•
FIREFLY BOOKS
978-1-77085-618-9
flexibound paperback
$9.95
Ctn qty: 60
AVAILABLE

Ages 10–13
96 pages
5×8
full color illustrations
throughout, glossary,
index
Rights: U.S. & Canada

“Watch Out!” warnings and danger alerts
“What To Wear” checklists
“How To” advice (such as how to spear a fish)
Equipment essentials (like anti-leech socks)
“Did You Know” sidebars describing the animals adventurers may
encounter
• Interesting facts, such as the experiences of record-breaking
explorers, like British explorer Sir Ranulph Fiennes who cut off
the tops of his own fingers in a vise rather than endure the pain of
frostbite for one more minute
• Explorer Q+A’s, where the author describes his own lifetime of
exploring
• Author Q+A’s.
Ultimate Explorer Guide for Kids is no replacement for the real thing
but quite possibly it will inspire would-be explorers to dream about their
own adventures in the not-so-distant future.
Justin Miles is a professional adventurer who has undertaken
expeditions and adventures in some of the world’s most extreme
environments. He uses his experiences to support charities and
education projects, many of them for children. Justin turned his passion
for adventure into his profession after recovering from a 1999 car
accident, which resulted in brain injuries that left him having to learn to
walk and talk again.

In the same series:

Ultimate Mapping
Guide for Kids
by Justin Miles
Ages 10 to 13
96 pages · 5 × 8
978-1-77085-741-4
$9.95 flexibound
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Ultimate Survival
Guide for Kids
by Rob Colson
Ages 10 and up
96 pages · 5 × 8
978-1-77085-619-6
$9.95 flexibound

Wildlife Watcher
Guide
by Michael Leach
and Meriel Lland
Ages 10 to 13
96 pages · 5 × 8
978-1-77085-742-1
$9.95 flexibound
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WONDERS OF THE WORLD SERIES
The winner of numerous awards, this series is renowned for Elizabeth Mann’s ability to convey adventure and excitement
while revealing technical information in engaging and easily understood language. The illustrations are lavishly realistic and
accurate in detail but do not ignore the human element. Outstanding in the genre, these books are sure to bring even the
most indifferent young reader into the worlds of history, geography and architecture.
“One of the ten best non-fiction series for young readers.” —Booklist

BACK IN PRINT

THE GREAT WALL
Elizabeth Mann
Illustrated by Alan Witschonke
“A beautiful and informative entry in the Wonders of the World
series in which Mann meticulously outlines the building of the
Great Wall as well as the thousands of years of conflict that
prompted it.” —A Book of Special Note, Kirkus Reviews
This is the story of thousands of miles of earth and stone that turned a
nation into a fortress.

MIKAYA PRESS
978-1-931414-12-8
paperback $12.95
Ctn qty: 45
AVAILABLE

Ages 9–13
48 pages
10 × 10
44 full color illustrations
and photos, double
gatefold
Rights: U.S., Canada, UK
and Australia

Now imagine the enemy that this wall was built to defend against. The
Mongols were nomadic warriors of legendary skill and savagery. Their
empire encompassed most of the known world, from southern Asia to
northern Europe, from the Middle East to the Sea of Japan. Now the
fierce and unstoppable horsemen were bearing down on China. For the
Chinese, there seemed only one solution: to turn their country into a
vast fortress. Thousands of miles long, the Wall was to be guarded by
over a million soldiers manning thousands of forts and towers. It took
200 years.
The Great Wall is a lushly illustrated examination of the building of
the Great Wall of China. It chronicles a people’s struggle for absolute
security in a violent and dangerous world. It is a story of astonishing
success and ultimate failure, of ingenuity, determination, the will to
survive and, in the end, futility.
Elizabeth Mann has written nine Wonders of the World books, an
award-winning series. She is former teacher in New York, holds an
M.S.E. and is cofounder of Mikaya Press.
Alan Witschonke is the illustrator of four Wonders of the World books:
The Brooklyn Bridge, Empire State Building, The Great Wall and Hoover
Dam.
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THE GREAT PYRAMID
Elizabeth Mann
Illustrated by Laura Lo Turco
The story of farmers, the god-king and the most astounding
structure ever built.

★ “The full-page paintings are stunning; touched with tones of
gold and textures that reflect the desert setting. Captioned, fullcolor photographs of artifacts also enhance the well-written text.”
—School Library Journal (starred review)
“Mann conveys the story as adventure without ever resorting to
melodrama and explores the history and architecture... in highly
readable form.” —Booklist
MIKAYA PRESS
978-1-931414-11-1
paperback $12.95
Ctn qty: 45
AVAILABLE

Ages 9–13
48 pages
10 × 10
44 full-color illustrations
and photos, double
gatefold
Rights: U.S., Canada, UK
and Australia

Nearly 50 stories high, the Great Pyramid was built more than
4,500 years ago, made from over 2,300,00 giant stone blocks and
constructed by primitive farmers. Some believe aliens from outer
space created it, but the true story of the Great Pyramid is even more
fascinating than the speculation.
A nation of farmers living on the green edge of a harsh desert had a
king who was a god in life and death. Tens of thousands of farmers left
their homes each year to chisel hard stone without iron tools and move
10-ton blocks up steep grades without the use of a wheel.
Elizabeth Mann captures the marvel that is the Great Pyramid and
the people that built it. She tells the story of a world that is strange,
distant and yet poignantly human. In the process, the Great Pyramid
and the Old Kingdom become more than dusty remnants of an ancient
civilization; they come alive.
Laura Lo Turco’s shimmering paintings are a perfect visual complement
to the text, combining reality with a sense of awe and mystery.
Photographs of haunting 4,500-year old walls and statues let Ancient
Egypt remind the young reader that these people were indeed real.
Elizabeth Mann has written nine Wonders of the World books, an
award-winning series. She is former teacher in New York, holds an
M.S.E. and is cofounder of Mikaya Press.
Laura Lo Turco works from her studio in Brooklyn, New York. The
Great Pyramid was her third book.
See the rest of the series on page 111
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THE GARDEN
A Novel About War, Hope and Healing
Meghan Ferrari
Fifteen-year-old Elias and his family are caught in the middle of an
international conflict — the deadly crossfire between the Syrian Army
and government-opposed Rebels. Dangers mount, conditions worsen,
and after witnessing the tragedy of war and the indignities of a refugee
camp, Elias finds himself a newcomer in North America where he
comes face to face with completely new battles — culture shock,
racism, and bullying.
Inspired by the stories of her newcomer students and their families,
The Garden is a poignant yet inspiring young adult novel that sheds
light on the social impact of modern military conflict and the plight of
innocent victims displaced by it. It will also provide young readers with
empathy, respect, and a new understanding of our new neighbors who
have been uprooted by war.
RED DEER PRESS
978-0-88995-568-4
paperback $14.95
Ctn qty:
FEBRUARY

Ages 12+
288 pages
5¼ × 7½
No Canadian Rights,
U.S. only

Meghan Ferrari grew up in Caledon, Ontario, and holds a Master’s
Degree in Social Justice Education from the University of Toronto. She
presently shares her passion for literacy as an educator with the York
Catholic District School Board, north of Toronto. This is her first novel.

NAOMI’S ROAD
Joy Kogawa
Cover illustration by Ruth Ohi
First published to critical acclaim in 1986, Naomi’s Road is the story
of a girl whose Japanese-Canadian family is uprooted during the
Second World War. Separated from their parents, Naomi and her
brother Stephen are sent to an internment camp. For the young girl
growing up, war only means that she can no longer return to her home
in Vancouver, or see her parents. Told from a child’s point of view and
without a trace of anger or malice, Naomi’s Road has been praised
as a powerful indictment of the injustice of war and the government’s
treatment of Japanese-Canadian citizens, both during and well after
World War II.

FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE Ages 8–11
120 pages
978-1-55005-115-5
5 × 7¼
paperback $9.95
historical note, appendix
Ctn qty: 100
JANUARY

No Canadian Rights,
U.S. only

Praise from Publishers Weekly:
“Kogawa, who wrote the adult book Obasan, begins this with a
letter to children, explaining the background for Naomi’s story
— that Canada was at war with Japan and so all JapaneseCanadians were placed in internment camps… Naomi’s point
of view is singularly childlike — for her, war means missing her
parents and not understanding why another girl, Mitzi, dislikes
her... This is not a novel that bears malice for the injustices of
the war, but relates instead a tale of unquenchable human spirit,
undaunted by prejudice and unable to let go of hope.”
Joy Kogawa was born in Vancouver in 1935. She is a recipient of
numerous honorary doctorates as well as international awards for her
writing. She lives in British Columbia.
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